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ABSTRACT
EMPOWERING EFFECTIVE FATHERING THROUGH AN INFORMATIONAL
RELATIONAL MODEL OF LOCAL CHURCH MEN'S MINISTRY
by
Thomas Owen Palmer
A comparative study of a support group-learning format with an independent
study approach provides the setting for measuring fathering skill changes. The project
attempts to address the growing incidence of physical and emotional fatherlessness in the
United States. The study features volimteers in a quasi-experimental design and utilizes
the Personal Fathering Profile and Spiritual Well-Being Scale for instrumentation. While
the research offers no statistically significant fmdings, based on trends in this particular
study, the group-learning format demonstrates an effective setting for fathering skill
enhancement.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Since the dawn of civilization each child has entered the world through the unique
involvement of a biological mother and a biological father. While most biological
mothers continue to be involved in the growing child's development in significant ways,
the same cannot be assumed for biological fathers. The isolated American male is
abdicating fiindamental relationships with unprecedented regularity. Such father absence
is tragically ironic since research demonstrates a clear correlation between effective
paternal involvement and the enhanced emotional, educational, spiritual, and
occupational trajectory of a child. This epidemic of father absence could be rooted in the
relational disconnect of the American male. Many men Eire relationally isolated for
various possible reasons-a lack of cormection with God, an emotional wound or sense of
rejection firom the past, an absence of genuine firiends and mentors, perhaps even a
cultural climate that discourages deep relationships. The bottom line is that reconnection
for these men is essential, both for their sakes and for the sake of fiiture generations. This
study addresses the formidable problem of contemporary fatherlessness by equipping and
empowering men to be more effective fathers through an approach that combines
information with supportive relationships in a local church's ministry with men.
Background of the Problem
In 1988, 1 sat in the office of a mentor in ministry. Dr. Bruce Weaver, then my
district superintendent. As we were completing one of our supervisory sessions required
by the annual conference for probationary members, our conversation drifted to personal
matters. Dr. Weaver related some of the joys of his first pastoral ministry assignment out
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of seminary in a small, rural parish in central Texas. He then spoke about his one major
regret-that he became so consumed with ministry that he neglected to spend time with his
wife and infant son. He painfully recounted that the first phrase that his son learned to
articulate was, "Daddy, bye."
A yoimg pastor left that office with a significant question to ponder: If a mature,
Christian leader wrestles with regret and father absence issues, what about the average
dad who does not have the resources of the church at his disposal? I instinctively knew
that father absence would be one of the crucial societal issues for the Christian
commimity to face in my lifetime. Since that time I have heard sequels to Dr. Weaver's
story told countless times by men in dozens of different professions. When the increasing
number of fathers who simply abandon their children are added to those fathers whose
story more closely resembles Dr. Weaver's, the proverbial tip of the iceberg emerges on
the horizon. Indeed, fatherlessness, either due to divorce, paternal abdication, or career-
related absence, has become one of the great American epidemics in recent years.
According to a 1996 Gallop poll, 79.1 percent of all respondents agreed "the most
significant family, or social problem facing America is the physical absence of the father
from the home" (National Center for Fathering). Just cause exists for the magnitude of
such concem. Frank Furstenberg and Andrew Cherlin estimate that as many as 60 percent
ofAmerican children bom in the 1990s could experience life without the domestic
presence of their biological fathers (1 1). According to David Blankenhom, these
patemally deprived children will more likely grow up bereft of basic human benefits
(psychological, social, economic, educational, and moral) that father-present children take
for granted. As a result, he foresees the emergence of two divergent people groupings in
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twenty-first centmy America, based not upon race, class, religion, or gender but upon
patrimony (2). Tbe Gallop poll fmdings combined with the findings of leading
researchers suggest that American families in which biological fathers are consistently
present could be considered an at-risk population or an endangered species.
While those American families in which biological fathers are coresidents can
generally be expected to enjoy greater advantages than those without fathers, the ultimate
goal cannot be merely for biological families to share the same address. Resident fathers
can still be either ineffective or emotionally distant. As Ronald Pitzer writes, "Where
there is father-presence, there may still be low father-availability" (1). In fact, 54.1
percent of those polled in 1996 agreed that "fathers today spend less time with their
children than their fathers did with them" (National Center for Fathering).
Louis Sullivan of the Department ofHealth and Human Services reported in 1991
that parents spend 40 percent less time wdth children than was the case in 1965. One of
the causes for this trend may be increased demands at the workplace. While social
attitudes support greater paternal childcare involvement than in the past, and many
companies provide paternal leave programs, the same companies fmd subtle ways to
discourage their use (Pitzer 3). The result is that, even among residential fathers, the task
of involved parenting can be difficult and complex. The deeper problem for many fathers
could be rooted in a state of existential discoimection. The isolated American male-a man
without a deep and significant bond with a father, mentor, brother or a fi:iend-may be less
likely to have this kind of connection with his own children.
The magnitude of the problem of paternal conflision and deprivation has
precipitated a "Men's Movemenf
' in America today. This movement was evidenced in
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the literary commimity by the groimdbreaking work ofRobert Bly. Through men's
weekends and through his opus Iron John, Bly uses this Grimm Brothers' fable as an
interpretive lens for the struggle and suffering of contemporary men (xi). The men's
movement created a contagion in the religious community as well, evidenced by the
overwhelming response to the Promise Keeper phenomenon and the Million-Man March.
These varied movements call for men to mobilize and pool resources to address the
profoundly destructive implications of father absence. The Christian community, one of
these critical resources, has a vested interest in strengthening relationships and building
strong, healthy families. Donald Joy indicates that parents are the first theological
curriculum resource for a child's understanding ofGod (Bonding 122). The result of
father absence can be an unbalanced or even distorted conception ofGod, placing
children at risk of developing unhealthy, even pathological relationship pattems. These
pattems can become an ongoing cycle of impaired family fimctioning. Unchecked, this
self-perpetuating cyclone of relational chaos can claim an ever-increasing multitude of
victims in its wake.
Armed with divine resources, the Christian community could again serve as a
leavening agent in society by helping address the ills of cmmbling fatherhood. The
Promise Keeper phenomenon of the last decade exemplifies a Christian fathering
movement that seeks to address an aspect of this critical concem. The momentum of this
movement notwithstanding, an imposing task lies before the church. According to
Wendell Morton, staffmember ofPromise Keepers, only 10 percent of the churches of
America have an effective men's ministry. In addition, the mainline church, in general,
seems to be losing its grip on men. Adult male participation in the United Methodist
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Church, for example, has declined significantly in the past half century. Lyle Schaller
reports that while in 1952 the male-female ratio of the United Methodist Church
essentially mirrored the nation's gender ratio. A very different scenario existed by the end
of the 1980s. He reported that while males make up 47 percent of the current aduh
population of the United States, they tend to reflect only 40 percent of the worship, 30
percent of the Sunday school, and 20 percent of the leadership participation ofUnited
Methodist Churches in general (5). In contrast with the male mainline decline. Dale
Galloway insists that growing, healthy churches deliberately seek to minister to and build
up men ("Introduction"). Thus, if the Church is to address the fatherlessness epidemic in
America, it must discover ways to effectively empower and equip men and fathers.
One way the Church can make an incremental, yet significant, dent in the
problems of father absence from the home and church is by seeking to address some of
the most fiindamental needs ofmen and fathers. The Church can become an equipping
agent of fathers and fathers-to-be, empowering them to be what they can be best-men
who are on a journey of reconnection with their heavenly Father as well as earthly fathers
and brothers. These men can represent new models ofmanhood-men who are growing in
wholeness who then can be more available, authentic, and credible as husbands and
fathers. These men will be tomorrow's effective fathers, intentionally invested in the
holistic well-being (spiritual, emotional, physical, intellectual) of their families. H. B.
London and Neil Wiseman write, "Pastors would do everyone a great favor if they built
guidance for Christian parenting into their ministry strategies" (188). This ministry will
involve more than simply offering fathers information. Given the male tendency toward
isolation, what men need are supportive relationships. According to the 10-10-80
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principle, 10 percent of the population will make behavioral changes based on new
information, 10 percent will never change, and 80 percent will only make behavioral
changes in the context of a relationship (Morton). Assuming the overall reliability of this
principle, successful ministry with fathers will harness a network of dads and mentors to
prayerflilly support each other in their common, yet uncommon, goal-to be connected,
involved fathers. Such a movement ofmen can help ensure that more and more children
will have fathers who are not only present at conception but also present and supportive
as they grow up as well. The result adds vitality to the Christian Church. Involved fathers
need not become extinct. This endangered species can thrive again, positively impacting
their children, their spouses, their father-deprived churches, and even their fatherless
society at large.
The Purpose of the Study
The objective of this study was to evaluate the comparative changes that occurred
in subjects' self-reported fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness as a result of
participating in two different models of fathering effectiveness training. Training Group
One (TG,) featured an independent study approach to a twelve week fathering curriculum
entitled, "Foundations in Fathering." Training Group Two (TGj) featured a study of the
same curriculum processed by participants in the context of a small support group. All
participants and spouses previously assembled on a Sunday evening for a brief overview
of the study, random assignment, and initial testing. The National Center ofFathering
developed the "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum.
Research Questions
In conducting the research, the following questions were addressed:
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1 . What are the comparative levels ofperceived fathering effectiveness of the
subjects TG, and TG2 as measured by the "Personal Fathering Profile" and the "Personal
Fathering Profile Wife's View" pretest and posttest?
2. What are the comparative levels of spiritual wellness of the subjects in TG,
and TGzas measured by the "Spiritual Well-Being Scale" pretest and posttest?
3. What relationship exists, if any, between any changes in spiritual wellness and
any changes in perceived fathering effectiveness as a result ofparticipating in the various
training groups?
4. What relationship exists, if any, between observed outcomes concerning
fathering practices and the influence of the Trinitarian model of family relationships as
presented in the various treatments?
Context of the Study
Fathers with dependent children or stepchildren who live in or near Grand Prairie,
Texas, and who are members, constituents, or friends of the Trailwood United Methodist
Church make up the population of this study. Trailwood United Methodist Church is
located in a suburban residential subdivision ofGrand Prairie, a community of 120,000
located in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area. This church was founded in 1978 and
has a current membership of five hundred with a worshipping attendance of
approximately two hundred persons. Trailwood is demographically composed primarily
ofAnglo baby boomers in middle-to upper middle-class, two-income households. Family
systems represented in the church reflect the diversity of the society at large. The subjects
included those willing to participate in an orientation pretest, a twelve-week study of
fathering practices with either a group or independent study format, and a delayed
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posttest three months after the cessation of all treatments. Subjects were randomly
assigned to two different training groups. TG, featured an independent study approach to
fathering formation, utilizing the "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum. TGj subjects
participated in weekly follow up, small group meetings twelve weeks in duration in
which the "Foimdations in Fathering" material was discussed and applied in the context
of a supportive Christian conmiunity.
Definition of Terms
Holistic fathering skills are research-supported fathering practices that contribute
positively to the spiritual, relational, and intellectual enhancement of their children.
Volitional fatherlessness refers to the growing trend for men to biologically
father children without the intention of ongoing involvement in their lives.
Spiritual well-being involves the experience ofpersonal wholeness in
relationship with God, other persons, and one's self Two aspects of spiritual well-being
include religious and existential well-being.
Methodology
Volunteer adult male members and friends of the church with children under the
age of eighteen were invited to participate in a twelve-week study of principles of
effective fathering. Individuals were invited through church worship announcements,
personal invitations, and via direct mail. These invitations informed them that the study
involved attending an initial Sunday evening orientation and pretest, followed by twelve
sessions of follow up participation in one of two study formats, followed by a three-
month, delayed posttest. The wives of the married volunteers attended the orientation as
well in order to complete the "Personal Fathering Profile Wife's View." I called the
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orientation to order with prayer and a brief devotional overview of the Trinitarian
"family" as a model for hmnan family relationships. Each volunteer signed a document
indicating a basic understanding of the requirements of the study with the intention of
completing all assigimients in a timely fashion. Following an introduction to the pretest
instruments, volunteers and spouses were administered a sixty minute pretest, consisting
of two self-report inventories, the Spiritual Well-being Scale (SWBS) and the Personal
Fathering Profile (PFP) for men, and the Personal Fathering Profile Wife's View
(PFPW). The SWBS measures perceptions people hold of their spiritual life, while the
PFP and PFPW measure a broad spectrum of pertinent fathering practices. The SWBS
was developed under the assumption that "a person's quality of life is intimately linked to
satisfaction with his or her social relations" (Paloutzian and Ellison 235) and has been
linked with perceptions of family harmony, and social competence (Ellison, "Spiritual"
335). The PFP was designed to measure a broad spectrum of fathering practices (Roid
and Canfield 214). Together these instruments offered the study a unique insight into a
father's practices and relational-spiritual wholeness. To ensure confidentiality, volunteers
were identified with a five-letter/digit code made up of a combination of the first letter of
their gender followed by the birth month of the father and mother of the male volunteer.
For example, a male volunteer whose father was bom in April and whose mother was
bom in May would then have a "volunteer code" ofM0405. His wife would have a code
of F0405. The PFP, PFPW, and the SWBS were scored in accordance within their
respective guidelines. The participants were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
groups according to a systematic randomizing process. Volimteers' names were placed in
alphabetical order. The first name in the alphabetized list was assigned to TG, and the
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second name was assigned to Training Group Two. This process of selection continued
throughout the alphabetized list until all persons were assigned to one of the two
treatments. A workbook curriculum for fathers developed by the National Center of
Fathering, "Foundations in Fathering," served as the treatment curriculimi. This
curriculum was based upon the research-supported practices of effective fathers, those
fathering practices that tend to make a positive difference in the holistic development of
children. "Foimdations for Fathering" Notebooks were distributed to all volunteers and
the researcher offered a basic introduction to the curriculum. Individuals randomly
assigned to TG, were asked to complete each reading and homework assigrunent using an
independent study format. They were given twelve addressed, stamped feedback cards to
retum to me each week during the study. The feedback card included a multiple-choice
response regarding the portion of the week's assignment completed and a place for self-
identification via the volunteer code. The purpose of the feedback card was to encourage
completion of all assignments in a timely fashion and to monitor levels of individual
participation. These individuals constituted TG, for the purposes of this study.
Individuals randomly assigned to TGj were asked to complete each daily reading and
homework assignment and then process this work in a support group format that met
weekly for the duration of the twelve-week study. These volunteers elected to meet on
Sunday evenings for their corporate study group. Those attending would turn in an
attendance card each week similar to the feedback card ofTG,. These persons constituted
TG2 for the purposes of the study.
During the same time frame, a group of six demographically similar volunteers
from Community ofHope United Methodist Church received the pretest. They were to
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serve as a non-randomized control group for the study.
Three months after the conclusion of all training sessions, all individuals in TG,
and TG2 v^ere sent the follow up posttest instruments-the PFP, PFPW, and the SWBS-
along with an addressed, stamped envelope for retviming the instruments to me. Fathers
and spouses were instructed to complete the posttest in a single setting and retum the
instruments in the envelope provided. In addition, six weeks later, I telephoned all
participants, except the control group, to gain anecdotal information regarding the overall
experience. All data was then gathered and analyzed. Through this process, I expected
that the relational approach to fathering training TG2 would effect significantly greater
changes in both fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness than either TG, or the
demographically similar control group. In addition, I anticipated a correlation between
fathering effectiveness development and growth in spiritual wholeness as well as
exposure to the Trinitarian model of family relationships and changes in fathering
practices.
Instruments
This project utilized a quasi-experimental design featuring two volunteer groups
receiving differing treatment conditions: experimental Training Group One (Independent
Study Group) and Training Group Two (Support Group). The project featured a non-
equivalent control group that was selected from a demographically similar population of
another United Methodist congregation without random assignment. Both training groups
one and two received their respective freatments and took the pretest and posttest. They
also participated in a post-treatment phone interview. The control group took the pretest
and the posttest. The pretest and posttest instrumentation to gather data featured three
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profiles: the Personal Fathering Profile (PFP), the Personal Fathering Profile Wife's View
(PFPV), and the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS). The Spiritual Well-Being Scale
has demonstrated adequate reliability and offers sufficient validity for scales and
subscales.
Subjects
The population of the study was the adult male members, constituents, and fi-iends
of the Trailwood United Methodist Church. Self-selected participants included fathers
with biological or stepchildren who are randomly assigned to participate in TG, or TGj.
Variables
The independent variable for this study was the "Foundations in Fathering" TG,
or TG2. The dependent variables for the study included the level ofperceived awareness
and application of fathering skills measured by the Personal Fathering Profile, the
Personal Fathering Profile Wife's View, and perceived spiritual wellness measured by the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale. Possible intervening variables include work experience,
unexpected family crises during study, years ofmarriage, number of children, current
experience ofunusual stress, timing ofmost recent family addition, unusually high
motivation for growth in fathering effectiveness or spiritual wholeness by individuals in
any of the treatment groups, or background of significant family or psychological
dysfunction which cannot be adequately addressed in a non-therapeutic enviromnent. In
addition, members of the control group might be expected to grow in their fathering
effectiveness or spiritual wellness independent of the treatment conditions.
Data Collection
In the preceding advertisements and correspondence, men (and spouses, if
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applicable) were notified that a sixty-minute questionnaire would be completed during
the program orientation and that they would complete a posttest questionnaire three
months after the cessation of all treatments.
Delimitations and Generalizability
With the limited number ofparticipants, this study is limited in generalizability.
In order to determine if the trends indicated by this study could be replicated in similar
populations, another study with a larger number of subjects is necessary.
Theological and Biblical Reflections
From the first pages of the biblical witness, we read of the creation of the family
covenant as a relationship marked by intimacy, vulnerability, and loving trust (Gen.
2:25). The family appears as the basic building block ofGod's redemptive piupose in the
world (Gen. 12:1-3) and the primary locus for relational and spiritual formation (Deut.
6:4-9). The great celebrations of the weekly Sabbath, as well as the annual feasts and
festivals, particularly Passover, emphasized the teaching and modeling role of the father
and mother. Anticipating the challenge parents will face in fulfilling their God-given
responsibilities to nurture their children, the last words of the Old Testament summarize
the ministry of a future Elijah, who "will lead children and parents to love each other
more, so that when I come, I won't bring doom to the land," (Mai. 4:6, CEV).
While the New Testament widens the concept of family and safeguards the
idolatry of family through the concept ofprimary loyalty to the kingdom ofGod and the
reign of Christ, it affirms the central role of the family in terms ofpersonal and spiritual
formation. The specific role ofpaternal spiritual leadership is witnessed to most clearly in
Paul's admonishment regarding parental instruction: "Fathers, do not provoke your
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children to anger, but bring them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord" (Eph.
6:4, RSV). Further, such home leadership is considered to be a prerequisite for faithfiil
pastoral modeling and leadership in the church (1 Tim. 3:4-5, RSV).
To summarize, both the Old Testament nation of Israel and the New Testament
Christian commimity provide a unique enviromnent and resource for the development of
healthier parents and families. Specifically noted for the purposes of this study are two
resources that were available as a means for long-term behavioral and spiritual growth in
the life of fathers. They include (1) a unique curriculum and (2) a reinforcing and
supportive community. This new curriculum was based on a new kind of caring,
redemptive fatherhood as revealed and personified by God the Father (Miller 69). The
reinforcing and supportive community was present in the unique gathering of the
covenant people redeemed by God-Israel and the Church. Together these provided the
fuel by which fathers could grow in their paternal and spiritual lives.
Significance of the Study
While family researchers disagree upon both the magnitude of the problem and
the most appropriate solution, few persons argue with the need to address some
fundamental issues concerning parenting and fatherhood. This study attempts to offer a
model for integrating practical training within a network of support for fathers, in hopes
that the resulting growth in paternal skill and spirituality will result in a more positive life
experience for all involved.
Overview
Chapter Two reviews the current research concerning fatherhood, including
arguments regarding its significance and indispensability. It fiirther probes those specific
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fathering practices that impact children most profoimdly and the role of commmiity
reinforcement (small group ministry) in lasting behavioral change. Chapter 3 details the
specific design of the fatherhood formation support group and the fatherhood formation
independent study formats. Chapter 4 summarizes the changes, if any, that occur in the
application of fathering skills and spiritual wellness ofmen experiencing the various
paternal treatments. Chapter 5 reflects upon the implications of these findings for
ministry and future study. In conclusion, issues for further exploration and study are
suggested.
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CHAPTER 2
THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This review of literature includes an overview ofwhat is vmtten regarding
fatherhood and related religious belief in the ancient world, the biblical model of
fatherhood, the current fathering crisis and reactions to it, the impact of paternal
deprivation, literature highlights concerning the unique contributions of fathers, the role
of information and community reinforcement in behavioral change, fathering and
fathering measurements, and religious measurement with the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
Fatherhood and Religious Belief in the AncientWorld
In order to appreciate the contributions of biblical faith and revelation to the
evolutionary understanding of family life and fatherhood, a brief overview of religious
faith and the role of fathers in antiquity provides an enlightening point of departure. John
Miller maintains that while biologically-coimected motherhood has always served as a
given in human history, fatherhood has tended to be a more vulnerable, culturally-
acquired institution. He diagnoses the condition of ancient fatherhood through a review of
fatherhood themes in Ancient Near East religious literature. Interpreting the various
mj^hs of the second millennium BC as a commentary upon the weaknesses of human
fathering. Miller posits a fathering crisis by the way paternal gods are consistently
represented as acting in arbitrary and malicious ways over their peoples (43). For
example, in the Babylonian creation epic, Enuma Elis, the sons rule among the gods in
spite of, rather than empowered by, their weak and cruel fathers. A similar theme is found
in the Mesopotamian narrative. The Gilgamesh Epic, in which a famous king overcomes
a torturous upbringing plagued by patriarchs too weak and frightened to be able to help or
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guide him. The second millennium Canaanite mythology ofBaal reveals a peculiarly
weak and inept kingship in a world where sons are forced to oppose or overcome the
pathetic weakness of the father (46-48). Thus, these creation narratives lead Miller to
question the role and practices of fathers in ancient times and their resulting impact upon
children.
If the paternal deities of the ancient world appear capricious and weak, how do the
practices of their human counterparts compare? Barclay summarizes some of the
paternity issues of that era by revealing the marmer in which children were viewed and
used. In Rome, the law of "Patria Potestas" gave the father ultimate power over his
children as long as he lived. In Greece and Rome, unwanted children were simply left to
die. The Spartans took this practice a step fiirther by regularizing and systematizing
exposru-e of a deformed or vmwanted child. The second bom female child was especially
vulnerable to this fate. Barclay summarizes the usual practice: "When a child was bom, it
was laid at the father's feet. If he lifted it, he acknowledged it, and thereby indicated his
intention of retaining, and of nourishing it; if he did not, then the child could be exposed
and abandoned" (263). According to Barclay, this practice of "lifting" a chosen child is
even reflected linguistically. The Latin verb tollere and the Greek verb anaireisthai,
normally meaning, "to lift" came to mean (in the context of children) "to acknowledge
patemity." Many children, however, were not fortunate enough to be lifted.
So widespread was infanticide in ancient Greece that some historians of antiquity
viewed it as the chief reason for the decline of Hellenistic culture. Miller quotes Greek
historian, Plutarch, who refers to the Carthaginian slaughter of their ovra children
as if they were lambs or chickens.... They placed them one by one, on the
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sloping hands of the brazen image, from which they rolled into the pit of
fire.... The mothers had to stand by and see it done without a tear or groan.
(34)
Alberto Green's research on human sacrifice in the ancient world reveals the
provocative and prominent role of infanticide in which the ritual murders of children
were not uncommon at Carthage, Sousse, Sardinia, and Sicily, often taking place within
the contexts ofnational wars or emergencies. "The Phoenicians would vow their children
to Kronos, on whose bronze statue, with extended arms over a bronze barrier, the children
were placed and bumf (1 82). Shoshana Matzner-Bekerman recalls with revulsion "the
abuses carried out by the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Mesopotamians, Chinese, Indians,
and other peoples, who killed, neglected, or sacrificed their children, drowned daughters,
and practiced cannibalism" (12). She contrasts these seemingly advanced civilizations
with the people of Israel who cherished the gift of children as persons created in the
image of God.
Yet, even Israel regressed and emulated the practice of their neighbors at certain
low ebbs of their history, as alluded to in the summary condemnation of the reign of
Ahaz: "He even bumed his son as an offering, according to the abominable practices of
the nations whom the Lord drove out before the people of Israel" (2 Kings 16:3b, RSV).
Barclay concludes that this way of treating children was so pervasive that it required
many centuries of Christian influence to eradicate it (266). This process of humanizing
fatherhood might best be anticipated and understood in light of the call and response of
Abram and Sarai (Gen. 12:1-5) to be a redemptive family for God's own purposes.
Old Testament Revelation and Fatherhood
In contrast with other religious traditions of the Ancient Near East, the Bible
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reveals a distinct type ofparental deity. Miller states that the Old Testament reveals a
divine father who is different from all other deities, "not cowardly or withdrawn like so
many of his paternal contemporaries, but alert rather, vigorously involved and imiformly
just, kind and compassionate" (5 1). The prophet Isaiah refers to God as a uniquely
benevolent, fatherly deity: "You, O Lord, are our father; our Redeemer from of old is
your name" (Isa. 63:16b, NRSV). This revelation of God "as effectively caring father
undergirds and encourages human fathers in the taking on of caretaking roles" (52).
Miller spotlights the role of the Hebrew father, which provided the foundation for a new
understanding and experience of fatherhood in the ancient world: the father as family
lifrirgist and teacher.
As liturgist, the father served a priestly role in the family (Gen. 12:3). The father
enacted significantmoments of the sacred drama in the context of the nuclear family,
such as circumcision, redemption of the first bom, and Passover. At the circumcision
ceremony, those assembled join in a litany of remembrance of the patemal role: "As he
has been entered into the covenant, so may he be introduced to the study of the Torah, to
the marriage canopy, and to good deeds" (Matzner-Bekerman 48). From infancy, the
father was reminded of his leadership role in guiding his son into the life of the covenant
through an integration of faith and family responsibility (76). The pidyon ha-ben
ceremony (redemption of the first bom), enacted in obedience to the commandment of
Numbers 18:15, is a festive occasion enacted in contemporary orthodox or conservative
Judaism in the presence of family and friends of the newborn. The father presents his
thirty-one day old son to his rabbi and is asked if he wishes to redeem his child or give
him to the rabbi. The father replies, "I want to redeem my son, and here is the value ofhis
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redemption; which I am obliged to give according to the Torah" (57). The father then
redeems his son by handing over a ritual sacrifice (amonetary token of redemption) as a
substitute and pronounces a prayer for the fiilfillment of the redemption, followed by a
prayer of thanks. The rabbi then, three times, makes the solemn pronouncement: "Your
son is redeemed, your son is redeemed, your son is redeemed" (Miller 72-73). This
family ritual, tracing its roots both in the command not to sacrifice Isaac (22:12) and the
preservation of the firstborn of Israel during the tenth plague (Exod. 12:29ff), provided a
signpost in the life of the Jewish father in which he chose in the presence ofwitnesses to
keep and claim his son in the same way that God, the redemptive Father, kept and
claimed Israel. Miller summarizes the final ritual, Passover: "No other ritual drama
portrays as forcefully as does this one the interplay between God as father and the
Israelite father in the care ofhis children" (78).
In addition, Miller highlights the unique home education model of ancient Israel,
as is alluded to in Deuteronomy 6:7-9. Israel stood alone in empowering father and
mother to be honored teachers of their children. Therefore, in the home the children of
Israel learned both the theological and the relational component of the faith, the vitality of
families in which both parents were honored and involved (83-84). L. Millar emphasizes
that by law and community expectation, the patemal leader of a Jewish family naturally
assumed responsibility for the education of his own children (3). In summarizing parental
roles in teaching the faith, Matzner-Bekerman notes that "while it is the father who
carries the main responsibility for teaching his son Torah,. . . through her daily contacts
with her children, the mother instills in them the values of the Torah" (230). Miller
suggests that through these liturgies and teaching moments in the life of the Jewish
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family and community, the hvmian father emulates the divine father as a permanently
involved caretaker and provider in the life of his family (84).
What in particular was the role of the involved Jewish father? In the Babvlonian
Talmud Rabbi Judah specifies his expectations: "The father is boimd in respect of his son
to circumcise, redeem, teach him Torah, take a wife for him, and teach him a craft"
(Epstein 1 1 : 137). Fathers were called to involve themselves in the warp and woof of
their children's spiritual and temporal lives. For a father to do any less was tantamount to
committing generational suicide. The fate of the people ofGod depended upon how well
the current generation passed down godly values to the next generation. Matzner-
Bekerman summarizes the practice ofgiddul banim (raising of children) as "developing
the child as a living vehicle for the continuation of the Jewish heritage" (7). This living
vehicle is represented in the powerfijl Shema passage ofDeuteronomy chapter six.
Immediately after calling to the people to pass down the faith to the next generation, the
Scripture warns, "When the Lord your God has brought you into the land that he swore to
your ancestors ... take care that you do not forget the Lord, who brought you out of the
land ofEgypf (Deut. 6:10, NRSV).
Borrowing from Judaism's rich integration of family and faith, Zimmerman calls
Christian parents likewise to utilize the resources of feasts and festivals to punctuate the
calendar with such celebratory teaching moments around the family table. A Friday night
Sabbath meal, for example, is filled with joyful opportunities to stress historic biblical
traditions and family relationships. After the mother lights the table candles signifying the
beginning of the evening meal, the father places his hand on the head of each child and
recites a blessing according to his or her individual gifts and abilities. Afterwards he
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recites selections from Proverbs 31 as a compliment to his wife and an affirmation of her
significant role before the family (37-38). With its roots in the call ofAbram and Sarai,
the redemptive, father-involved family became one of the key foundations of the faith and
culture of the people ofGod and a continuing soiu-ce of religious and relational
nom-ishment to Christians and Jews alike.
The pillars of revealed truth (the Torah) and the commimity at large both
supported and made Israel's redemptive family model possible. Bright has written about
the concept ofGod's elected and covenant community as being the cohesive power which
integrated the identity of the people of God. The purpose of this election was for Israel to
become a unique people in response to the memory ofGod's historic deliverance (148-
49). Furthermore, this uniqueness was safeguarded and supported by the Torah in the
context of the covenant community. These two pillars of Israel are properly understood
together: "The origins of the covenant league ... reach back to Sinai" (168). Without the
synthesis of the Sinaitic law and the gathered community, we have no Israel, and
ultimately, we have no distinctive lifestyle for the people ofGod. This synthesis
continued in the ongoing saga of Jewish corporate life.
The Jewish community thus played a key role in safeguarding the Jewish
people and their values. It was a corporate body responsible for every
aspect of Jewish life. The local community provided the requisite
instruments for dealing with both the outside world and the basic structure
of irmer life. ("Community" 168)
Thus, the dual pillars of Old Testament experience-revealed law, and the experienced
covenant community-provided the foundation for this unique pattem of the redemptive
family.
In siunmary, the people of Israel demonstrated a father-involved family pattem
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imprecedented in the ancient world (Miller 85). Even so, family life among the Hebrew
people fell short of the biblical ideal. The last verse of the book of Malachi suggests that
genuine connection between fathers and children was conspicuously and painfiilly
lacking at the close of the Old Testament era. In verse 6 of chapter 4, the prophet foresees
the day when a figure as significant as Elijah will be needed to "turn the hearts of the
fathers to their children, and the hearts of the children to their fathers" (RSV). Eileen
SchuUer imderscores the power of this prophetic choice when she reminds that "only the
prophet who was able to turn the hearts of the people from the gods of the Canaanites (1
Kings 18) is equal to this work of reconciliation within the family" (877). Because of
sinful abuse ofpower and widespread familial dysfunction within the redemptive
community. New Testament writers view John the Baptist as the prophetic fulfillment of
these last words ofMalachi: "With the spirit and power ofElijah he will go before him,
to turn the hearts of parents to their children ... to make ready a people prepared for the
Lord" (Luke 1:17, NRSV). Thus, God's redemptive preparations through John included
the reconciliation of fathers and children to the end their families might become as fertile
ground for the seeds of the new covenant planted by his son, Jesus Christ.
New Testament Revelation and Fatherhood
Miller asserts that while the New Testament does not speak as specifically upon
the calling and role of fathers, it does assume and build upon the Old Testament notion of
God as Father and indirectly reveals the implications for human fatherhood. We can
ascertain something of the New Testament concept of "derived" fatherhood primarily by
inference. Barclay comments, "the New Testament has practically nothing to say about
the training of a child" (235). While Jesus did not address the patemal role in childcare
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specifically. Miller suggests that what Jesus did say both reinforces the Old Testament
emphasis on fathering and refines it. In terms of continuity with the Old Testament
message, his teachings on divorce actually strengthened the biblical understanding of
lifelong commitment in the covenant ofmarriage, and his teachings imderscored the
intrinsic value of children (90-91). The latter emphasis was particularly striking within a
social context that did not necessarily assume the inherent value of children.
Furthermore, Jesus reveals a new priority structure for families. While stressing
the importance of responsibility to one's own biological family (Matt. 15:4-6; Mark 7:9-
13; John 19:26), Jesus calls his followers to a prior allegiance to his spiritual family
(Miller 94). In addition, Jesus' own self-revelation as a caring, serving, father type
provides a new and formative model of adult maleness (92). Thus, Jesus refines the
understanding of fatherhood both by his own individual example and by his revelatory
teaching concerning the person of God as an involved, inunanent father, one who could
even be referred to in the familial abba (93). This point deserves some elaboration. The
imderstanding of God as father, while present in the Old Testament (fifteen religious
uses), becomes a much more significant metaphor in the teachings of the New Testament
as evidenced by the 245 times God is referred to as "Father," including 142 times by
Jesus (Brown 617-19). The New Testament understands the compassionate, caring,
immanent fathering ofGod as a model for all human fathering. Based upon his exegesis
of Ephesians 3:15, Karl Barth understands the fatherhood of God as a prototype for all
human fathering
It is therefore not that there is first of all himian fatherhood and then a so-
called divine Fatherhood, but just the reverse: true and proper fatherhood
resides in God, and from this Fatherhood of God what we know as
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fatherhood among us men is derived. (Dogmatics 43)
While we do not have a detailed prescription of how a father should be involved
with his children, the New Testament reveals the characteristics of God that human
parents, fathers in particular, would do well to emulate. This may well represent the most
profound New Testament contribution to the understanding and practice of fathering.
The remainder of the New Testament tends to emphasize the role of spiritual
fathers with only passing references to the duties ofbiological fathers (Eph. 6:4; Col.
3:21; 2 Tim. 3:4-5). Several reasons may be behind this absence of teaching. The central
energies of the church quite possibly had to be chaimeled into its spiritual mission.
Perhaps New Testament authors assumed the Old Testament patemal model as a norm for
the Christian community. Miller speculates that one of the most formidable personalities
for the early Church, the apostle Paul, was likely uiunarried at the time of his missionary
work, and thus the role of the biological father was not his teaching forte or priority (98).
Whatever the reason for the brevity ofmaterial, the central admonition of these New
Testament texts is unmistakable. These texts underscore "the commandment of obedience
towards father and mother,... [and] they also point to the human and spiritual
responsibility of the father towards his children" (Brown 619).
As with the dual foundations ofTorah and covenant commimity in the Old
Testament, the New Testament reveals a support system for the Christian ethic (including
family issues) from the Day of Pentecost onward. Acts 2:42 reveals that those who
became disciples "devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and prayers" (NRSV). Thus, the two elements of revealed trath
(apostles' teaching) and supportive community life (fellowship, breaking of bread.
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prayers) continue to provide a contextual foimdation for the living out of faithful
relationships with God and each other.
The Divine Father-Son Relationship as Prototype in Early Christian Writings
The Gospel of John offers Scripture's most distinctive and remarkable view of the
relationship between the God, the Father, and the Son, Jesus Christ. The divine
relationship can be interpreted as a unique prototype for the human father-child
relationship. In his comments on John 8, Gruenler describes the essence of the Father-Son
relationship as "divine disposability" in which "each person in the divine community
admires the other, rallies to and affirms the other, communes in divine hospitality with
the other, seeks only to please the other" (64). Throughout the gospel, Jesus' ministry
among humans and human relationships is a disclosure of the essential character of the
divine relationship: availability and generosity (82). For example, when Jesus intercedes
through his high priestly prayer of John 17, he is asking that the oneness of the divine
community, rooted in servanthood and generosity, be reproduced in the human
commimity and in human relationships (122). While this prayer has obvious overtones for
the community of faith, implications emerge for human families and relationships as
well. Through the work of the Holy Spirit, the relationship between an earthly father and
child can reflect some of the same qualities as the divine Father-Son relationship.
Shaw notes that throughout the Gospel of John, Trinitarian relationships
(particularly the Father and the Son) are described in familial terms. This "first family" is
characterized by relationships that affirm the principles of equality, submission, intimacy,
and mutual deference (62). "God is love because he is Trinity (a divine family ofmutual
love, service, delight and equality), and his love for us is the sharing of the family love
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and no other" (64). Shaw and Gruenler demonstrate that the characteristics of the
Trinitarian relationship (specifically the enjoyment of intimacy and availability, equality
and mutual admiration, pleasing each other, and mutual deference and affirmation) are
exemplary for human relationships. Thus, for the believer, the Father-Son relational
model revealed in the Gospel of John might be expected to reproduce these qualities in
their earthly father-child relations. This possible analogy will be developed more fiilly
below in "Specific Behaviors of Effective Fathers." The example of the Father-Son
relationship continued to provide fertile ground for theological writers of the ancient
Christian community of faith.
Early Church v^itings concerning fatherhood and care of children reflect the New
Testament emphasis upon the unique fatherhood of God. The implications for human
fathering can be vmderstood best within the context of a proper understanding of divine
fathering. Widdicombe interprets Origen, for example, as viewing the fatherhood of God
as the distinctive lens by which the other divine attributes are imderstood: "Origen was
prepared to identify the fatherhood of God as the highest level in our knowledge of God
and to associate it distinctively with the incarnation, which he did with no other of God's
attributes" (120). Origen was struck by this revelation ofGod that enabled humans to
respond in love rather than fear (253). While equally impressed with the fatherhood of
God, Athanasius' understanding is articulated in distinctively relational terms.
Widdicombe summarizes, "Athanasius' fiillest account of his conviction that the
fundamental way in which God's being is to be understood is as a relation ofFather to
Son, a relation in which love is both given and received" (184). Thus Athanasius
highlights the relational component of the Christian understanding of God. Only within
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the context of the father-son, giving and receiving relationship, can one understand the
nature of God and, by implication, the relational model for human fathering. The divine
Father-Son relationship could, therefore, be interpreted as a powerful prototype for all
Christian relationships with distinctive implications for the human, father-child
relationship. Here again the patriarchs affirm that human fathers can be empowered by
the divine, Father-Son example and can experience wholeness and reconnection through a
relationship with God the Father. As a result, human fathers can seek to be instruments of
divine deference, nurturance/generosity, awareness/availability, and
submission/servanthood with their children.
Fathering Issues in the Early Church
While the relationship of the Father and Son provided a prototype for the human
father-child relationship, that example had to be fleshed out on earth. Barclay succinctly
summarizes the essence of the patristic counsel concerning the care of children: "The
duty and obligation of the parent is to bring up the child in the knowledge and the love
and the fear of God" (236). Further, Barclay clarifies the patemal role in the early
Church: "The whole task of education is laid squarely on the shoulders of the father as the
head of the household and home" (238). Scarcely two centuries later, the Christian
movement was mature enough to develop some counsel conceming the role of the father.
St. John Chrysostom, the golden-tongued orator of the East in the late fourth century,
offers a representative example of early Church wisdom and advice for parents in his
sermon, "On Vain-Glory and the Right Way for Parents to Bring up Their Children,"
which was later translated into English by Max Laistner. Chrysostom's emphases deserve
a brief survey.
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Chrysostom believes that all parents will mold their children according to their
own priority structure. He bemoans the fact that many a father "takes the greatest pains to
train his boy in the arts and in literature and speech. But to exercise his child's soul in
virtue, to that no man any longer pays heed" (qtd. in Laistner 95). He calls for parents to
embark upon such training early in life, comparing the role of the parent to that of a
sculptor at work, shaping a statue according to a master plan. Then, utilizing a "governor
motif," Chrysostom compares a father to a governor over a city (the soul of his child)
with gates that represent those influences over the life of a child. For the gate of the
tongue, the child should be trained in correct speech. For the gate of hearing, biblical
narratives should be told and retold until the child can tell the story from memory. He
cautions to wait until the child is fifteen to teach about grace and hell, and then deal with
divine punishment fully. The parent should protect the son from lewd talk and from the
presence of other temptations: "From the presence of young women shield him as from
fire" (110). Instead, the gate of sight should be employed to show the young the beauties
of creation-the sky, the meadows, and fair books-reminding him of the faithfulness of
Joseph in avoiding the alluring presence ofPotiphar' s wife. Chrysostom encourages early
marriage, so that young persons may avoid difficult temptations. He fiirther advocates the
brotherly treatment of slaves, the avoidance of corporal punishment, and the timely use of
healthy recreation (but not the theater). He encourages fathers to teach their sons to
develop eternal spiritual disciplines and to avoid temporal pleasures such as wealth or
reputation. Parents should operate in tandem, with the fathers training the sons and the
mothers training daughters in righteousness (85-122). Chrysostom advocates proactive
fathering by one who is acquainted with and involved in all aspects of the child's
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development.
The Judeo-Christian Fathering Legacy as Prophetic Model
This ancient model of involved fatherhood can be viewed in contrast to
contemporary experience and miderstanding of fatherhood and family life. The
incongruity between the rich Judeo-Christian, involved-father heritage and the
contemporary. Western experience of fathering led Diane Tennis to observe
Fathering is a mark ofprophetic expectation. Fathering is a mark of the
redeemed community. The Christian community is without excuse for
contributing to the absence or perversions of fathering. The Christian
community must at minimum reorder its own life to give priority to
fathering. I believe that fathering is essential to our survival. Caring
fathers are less likely to drop bombs, tolerate hunger, or excuse poverty.
For that reason, fathering is not only a matter of prophetic expectation, it is
a matter of prophetic urgency. We do not have the time to hope that some
future generation will turn things around. We will have to find the ways to
intrude into the present. (114)
In order to articulate an informed response to Teimis' provocative call to action,
one must hear and synthesize the various voices within the current absent father debate.
The Current Fathering Crisis
Moving to the present, we now embark on an assessment of the contemporary
American family. Blankenhom offers a sobering scenario conceming the contemporary
American family: "Tonight, about 40 percent ofAmerican children will go to sleep in
homes in which their fathers do not live" (1). Unfortunately, this trend of fatherlessness
shows little sign of abating. Furstenberg and Cherlin estimate that as many as 60 percent
ofAmerican children bom in the 1990s could experience life without the domestic
presence of their biological fathers (11). Across the nation, widespread concem exists
regarding the implications of patemal deprivation. As has been cited, a recent Gallup poll
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found that 79.1 percent of all respondents agreed, "the most significant family or social
problem facing America is the physical absence of the father from the home" (National
Center for Fathering). The widespread reality of father absence, as attested by a host of
statistics, is not subject to debate. Where researchers do differ, however, is in interpreting
the impact of fatherlessness.
Interpretations of the Fathering Crisis: Historical Perspectives on Single-Parent
Households
Some researchers suggest that contemporary fatherlessness can only be properly
imderstood in light of significant historical precedents. Through her research, Stephanie
Coontz draws upon past experience to attempt to balance some of the more discouraging
prognostications regarding the fiiture of the family. In providing a rear view mirror
perspective toward single-parent homes, she suggests that essentially the same number of
children are raised in single-parent households today as was the case in "the good old
days" of 1900, and far fewer are raised by non-biological parents (183-84). The clear
implication is that if the American family was resilient enough to handle the single-parent
home of a previous generation, it is strong enough to exhibit the same resilience today.
In reaction to this historical analysis by Coontz, Blankenhom counters that a
significantly greater number of single-parent homes exist today, 27 percent in 1992
compared with 10 percent at the turn of the century. Furthermore, today's rise in single
parenting is due to a distinctively different condition. In 1900, most parent absence was
due to death. Today, much parent absence (usually the father) is due to divorce,
separation, or abandonment. He suggests that the difference in terms of the ongoing
emotional toll upon children is far greater for abandonment than for death (23).
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Paul Amato reports that children's negative adjustment outcomes are more closely
cormected to the loss of a parent through divorce than to the loss of a parent due to death
and that children from bereaved families often show higher levels of long-term academic
achievement compared with other children (27). David Popenoe corroborates Amato's
finding by citing that 37 percent of children bom out ofwedlock and 31 percent of
children from divorced families drop out of high school, compared with 15 percent of
bereaved children (152). These fmdings may be interpreted in terms of the personal
impact of perceived rejection. A child's interpreting the experience as a personal rejection
may compound the sense of parental loss a child feels at divorce; on the other hand, the
sense of parental loss at death, while final, is not compounded by the realization that the
absent parent chose to leave. According to Blankenhom, this widespread, chosen parent
absence (usually involving the father) is a new and growing trend in the American
experience, leaving the greatest burden upon the most vulnerable segment of our society,
America's children (4). Recent history may remind us that, as Coontz suggests, children,
indeed, can be resilient. Yet research shows that they are not immune to the destmctive
forces unleashed by patemal abandorunent and neglect (25-48).
Family Structure or Family Process?
Some researchers have implied that while fatherlessness is a real phenomenon,
patemal influence is not the most important concem for the American family. They argue
that the quality of family relationships or family processes are more significant than the
specific stmcture of the family (e.g. Demo; Mott). Charlotte Patterson has argued, based
on a review of studies comparing the development of children raised by homosexual
parents with that of heterosexual parents, that no significant developmental distinctions
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exist between the two groups of children. While conceding that some studies could be
questioned in terms of sampling issues or statistical power, she maintains that these
studies imply that "variables related to family processes [e.g., quahties of relationships]
may be more important predictors of child adjustment than are variables related to family
structure [e.g., sexual orientation, number of parents in the home]" (1036). In simunary, if
children reared by two women can be as healthy as children raised in a more traditional
setting, then children can thrive apart from the presence of the biological father.
Silverstein, remarking upon Patterson's findings, concludes "children do not need a father
to develop normally" (qtd. in ChoUar 57). If this is the case, perhaps societies' energies
could best be channeled toward concems more relevant and pressing than encouraging a
proactive patemal role in the family. However, a note of caution is appropriate here, since
longitudinal studies of the impact of non-traditional settings upon children are lacking.
The fact that social scientists cannot predict the long-term implications of diverse family
stmcture upon children with any level of certainty should argue against an overly
enthusiastic endorsement of alternative family stmctures.
Yet many are calling for this embrace. Multitudes of voices have risen to defend
the single-mother family against what they term the fraditional, two-parent bias of the
American culture. This response is understandable. If family system diversity (the single-
parent family, the blended family, the same-sex family) is an enduring phenomenon in
significant percentages, then it behooves society to focus on the ways that the strengths of
these diverse family systems can be maximized. Demo epitomizes this perspective:
The ever increasing diversity ofAmerican families requires that we
broaden our research agenda beyond traditional concepts and notions of
family normality. Children's well-being depends much more on enduring
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parental support and satisfying family relationships than it does on a
particular family structure. (114)
In other words, since familial structural diversity seems pervasive and permanent, the
public would be best served by an intentional investment of research and resources into
enhancing family processes, rather than in encouraging a retum to a traditional notion of
"ideal" family stmcture.
Popular culture echoed this sentiment on the evening of 21 September 1992 when
41 percent ofAmerican televisions timed in for situation comedy personality Murphy
Brovm's on-air rebuttal of then Vice-President Dan Quayle's criticism of the situation
comedy's decision to have Brown bear and raise a child outside ofmarriage. She spoke of
Quayle's "painfiiUy unfair remark" about the necessity of fathers, insisting that families
come in all shapes and sizes (Blankenhom 69). In a related, front-page article on the
morning of the historic Brown episode, the Washington Post summarized recent social
science research regarding the social consequences of absent fathers or divorce upon
children. The author concluded that these consequences "have been overstated" (Gladwell
Al). Psvchologv Todav then devoted a segment in a subsequent issue to Frank Mott's
research entitled, "Disposable Dads?" In this article, Mott concedes that while father
absence can have a negative impact upon the emotional and cognitive development of
some children, the issues of family income and educational level of the mother "are
generally much more significant in determining how well children do" (20). In his
research involving over 1 ,700 children fi-om birth to ages five to eight, he found the
following: (1) Caucasian boys suffer the most adverse effects; (2) Regular access to a
father figure lessens the negative implications; (3) With the exception ofhyperactive
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children, children's emotional traimia did not adversely affect cognitive development; (4)
In 40 percent of father-absent homes, a child's cognitive-behavioral problems could be
attributed to lack ofproper health and prenatal care on the part of the mother; and, (5)
Father absence actually benefits some children, African-American girls in particular. To
summarize Mott's findings, while father absence may indeed be detrimental in some
cases, the most crucial family ingredients, such as the quality of the relationships, can be
present even ifbiological fathers are not ("Disposable Dads?" 20).
Blankenhom, a family stmcture advocate, sees several flaws in Mott's study: (1)
Mott examines a limited range ofproblems (low test scores and mother's reports of six
specific behavioral concems) at a limited age (many problems associated with
fatherlessness tend to show up later than five to eight years of age) and (2) Mott fails to
take into account the redundantly negative influences (crime, poverty, teenage mothers)
impacting the African-American population of the survey. Blankenhom comments,
"Adding one more detrimental influence, father absence, does not make a difference large
enough for Mott's regression coefficients to isolate, especially among young children and
within the small range of variables he sought to measure" (3). For the assertion, "fathers
are not a major factor," he is establishing a claim about causality, that children's
problems have an insignificant relationship to fatherlessness. He posits that economic
factors rather than fatherlessness are the real culprit. What Mott fails to consider,
according to Blankenhom, is that these two factors are interrelated since most fathers
exert a significant economic influence upon their children. Blankenhom summarizes that
Mott fails to establish the "credible criteria of causality," and therefore, his much-
celebrated findings about the relative non-necessity of fathers actually obscures the real
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story (72-74).
One should not overlook the fact that even though Mott emphasizes family
process over family structure, he still concedes that fatherlessness impacts white children
negatively. White children from father-absent homes were less sociable and independent
than their father-present cohorts, and white, father-absent boys tended to be more
hyperactive, relationally-conflicted, anxious, and depressed (ChoUar 54-56). Even though
African-American children seemed initially to fare better in the father-absent condition,
Mott's follow up 1993 study observes increasing behavioral problems among these
children. Blankenhom quotes Mott's summary: "We do find that children that had no
father figure present ... have some deterioration in their behavior during the period"
(Blankenhom 256). Blankenhom also notes that the Washington Post did not cover
Mott's follow up findings (256).
Amato provides a balanced analysis of the current debate. While he is carefiil to
emphasize that healthy relationships are possible in any type of family stmcture and that
the most important task is to make each type as fimctional as possible, he concedes that in
general two parents are better than one:
The best situation is to grow up in a family where there are two adults who
get along well and love the child. Two parents can supervise a child better,
provide more practical help, discipline and guidance, and serve as
effective role models (qtd. in ChoUar 57).
To summarize, three distinct ways exist to approach the current epidemic of father
absence in American homes. One can attempt to minimize concem by stressing historical
precedents for father absence (Coontz), one can seek to minimize concem by stressing the
importance of family process over family stmcture (Mott), or one can focus on the
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inherent significance of family structure and father involvement (Blankenhom). To make
this call, one must first look carefiilly at the implications ofpatemal deprivation.
The Implications ofPaternal Deprivation
In the face of such an alarming change in domestic life, it is important to
determine to what extent a father's absence will impact the development and potential of
the children they helped conceive.
Positive Implications of Father Absence
Some researchers focus upon the positive implications of father absence. Again,
Mott represents this line of thinking. In 1994, he found that father absence led to greater
gender equality in child raising. He fovmd that when the father is present, family energy is
disproportionately directed toward boys' cognitive advancement. Girls, on the other hand,
faced more pressure to complete chores and experienced less parental help with
schoolwork. When the father is absent, chore responsibility is more evenly distributed,
and more attention is given to the cognitive development of females (Mott 101). Other
observers have thus concluded that the male-present, nuclear home is inherently
patriarchal and vnll, therefore, consistently impede the advancement ofwomen (Popenoe
160). Parke notes that fatherless boys tend to be more aware of gender role stereotypes
than boys from homes where their fathers were present (149). These observations
demonstrate that potential strengths exist in homes where the father is absent and that
weaknesses exist in a traditional home setting for females if vmquestioned adherence to
past cultural vmderstandings ofmale-female role definition dominates. Allowing for these
possible factors in the father-involved home, an overview of the primary difficulties
associated with the father-absent home will be undertaken.
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Negative Implications: Fatherlessness and Anti-Social Behavior
The preponderance of research finds a significant relationship between father
absence and a cluster ofnegative implications for children. Studies link absent-father
children wdth social problems such as increased propensity for disruptive behavior, crime,
and drug use. In his study of crime rates and family disruption in urban America,
Sampson found that family disruption relates to criminal behavior independent of
income, region, race, age, or welfare status (348). The results of this study argue against
the notion that the primary difficulties associated with fatherlessness are economic. While
the financial resoxirce issue is certainly a factor in the cluster ofproblems associated with
fatherlessness, this study's findings should inform those one-dimensional solutions that
primarily focus upon economic interventions.
Tamar Lewin cites Frank Furstenburg's long-term study comparing father-present
and single-parent homes, noting consistent differences in terms of economic resources,
criminal activity, mental health, and school achievement (B6). John Guidubaldi's study
of urban children found that a high percentage of those with severe behavioral problems
have no contact with their biological fathers. He observes, "These children and
adolescents are often the most disturbed or potentially dangerous students in school" (5).
The common thread in all of these studies appears to be that family disruption and
fatherlessness make a child vulnerable to a host of at-risk and antisocial behaviors.
In contrast with persons who de-emphasize the impact of family structure, Ronald
and Jacqueline Angel observed a similar cluster of related problems associated with
fatherlessness. They noted that father-absent children are at higher risk of experiencing
educational and developmental problems; of committing delinquent acts; of caving to
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peer pressure; of losing self-control; and of experiencing more difficulties at school.
Females in particular tend to have difficulty in forming healthy relationships with males
(118-19).
This research helps summarize the varied antisocial responses to father absence of
both males and females. As Hetherington found, females tend to experience negative
repercussions from early father absence in adolescence, when they tend to act out in
sexually-assertive behavior (324). This tendency could lead to teen pregnancy and
another cycle of father absence for a new generation of children. Another characteristic
male response to early patemal deprivation, according to Biller, is to act out in "over-
compensatory masculine behaviors" (Fathers 2), including crimes against property and
people, even abuse of children. Parke also notes this tendency towards excessive,
aggressive, masculine expressions in fatherless boys as well as difficulties wdth delayed
gratification, and high levels of delinquency (147-48).
Sullivan associates American fatherlessness with helping produce a "culture of
callousness." This kind of culture is nothing new. Loewenberg suggests that
fatherlessness may have contributed to the profoundly inhumane attitudes and behaviors
characteristic ofNazism. He provides a chilling analysis of one of the great human
tragedies of the twentieth century, the rise of German National Socialism in the early
1930s. He traces the unique mentality of this youth movement to their traumatic
childhood experiences ofparental deprivation (particularly their fathers) during World
War I, the experience ofwelcoming their defeated fathers home, and the German
economic hardships of the same period (240-41). Fathers tended to be idealized in
wartime absence but then despised upon retum as either an intmder who separated mother
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and son or as a defeated and impotent man (269-70). National Socialism preyed upon
Germany's vulnerable youth with slogans such as "National Socialism is the organized
will of youth" or "Step Down, you old ones!" (250). Conditioned by such factors, these
paternally-deprived youth became enamored with a new father figure and his grandiose
and despicable visions of a new "Fatherland." Thus, the unprecedented and reprehensible
antisocial behavior of this political force became possible by the early patemal
deprivation in the lives ofGermany's youth. An overview of research as well as history
suggests a clear and consistent link between father deprivation and antisocial, criminal
behavior.
Negative Implications: The Economic Impact ofFatherlessness
Sullivan cites that single parents, usually women, head 65 percent of the nation's
impoverished households. He fiirther notes while a large majority ofblack children-65
percent-are bom to single mothers, the greatest reason for the dramatic, upswing in this
statistic is due to the increase in white single motherhood. The children of the never-
married mothers face the bmnt of the economic impact. According to Douglas Beharov,
40 percent of these families will end up as long-term welfare recipients, compared with
14 percent of divorced single mothers (qtd. in Lewin B6). Obviously never-married
mothers and absentee fathers place their children at a resource disadvantage and account
for more than halfof the public expenditures through AFDC, Medicaid, and food stamps
at nearly 22 billion dollars a year (Sullivan). In summary, the associated economic
implications of single-parent living are a major factor in the decay and decline of the
American city and promote an inner-city war-zone atmosphere mled by those who make
their living from dmgs, prostitution, and violence. Certainly the economic factor cannot
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be overlooked as one of the chronic difficulties associated with fatherlessness.
Negative Implications: Fatherlessness and Emotional Health
Conceming the emotional health of children, Goleman has found that inadequate
early child care can profoundly impair a child's development. Neglected children will
become more anxious, inattentive, apathetic, and altemately withdrawn or aggressive.
Such stress can impair the brain's learning centers, permanently impacting the cognitive
functioning of these children (195-96). Certainly many children raised in single-parent
homes are not at risk for such neglect. Numerous single mothers and fathers provide a
positive home atmosphere for their children. However, as Biller summarizes, "The father-
mother-child cormection is the foundation for the family, each member benefiting and
leaming from the other" (Fathers 1). Research supports the principle that children are
more likely to have their basic emotional needs met in a two-parent household than in
households that reflect stmctural diversity. For example, ZiU, Morrison, and Coiro found
that
even after controlling for variations across groups in parent education, race
and other child and family factors, 1 8- to 22-year-olds from dismpted
families were twice as likely as other youths to have poor relationships
with their fathers and mothers, to show high levels of emotional distress or
problem behavior, to have received psychological help, and to have
dropped out of school at some point. (96)
The link between fatherlessness, family dismption, and impaired emotional fimctioning
led Karl Menninger to observe, "Ifwe don't fmd a way to prevent the painful
abandonment, abuse and exploitation of children, we will spend the rest of our lives
building mental hospitals and prisons" (qtd. in Sullivan). In summary, this condition that
James Herzog has called "father hunger" (174), resulting from abandonment or emotional
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distance, has a clear impact upon fiiture generations.
This influence upon boys is particularly critical. Parke notes that the "quality of
the relationship that fathers have with their own mothers and fathers has been viewed as a
possible determinant of their involvement with their own children" (79). When the
emotional tenor of this relationship is negative, then this parental wound is carried into
fiiture relationships with children. Joy quotes Kenneth Druck as saying that "men's pain
about unresolved issues with their fathers is the most persistently recurring emotional
block in their lives," and Joy fiirther notes that this father-disconnection, if untended, will
continue to keep them emotionally frozen and unable to relate to their spouses and
children in healthy ways (Men 47). Thus, ifunchecked, the tragic, self-perpetuating cycle
of emotional disconnection continues.
Negative Implications: Fatherlessness, Sex Role, and Other Behavioral
Developments
Mavis Hetherington found that father absence has a most pronounced impact upon
girls as they approach adolescence. Both girls who lost fathers because of divorce and
girls who lost fathers due to death reported a similar sense of anxiety around men yet
demonstrated different ways of coping with this anxiety. She found that girls whose
father absence was due to divorce demonstrated behaviors that were interpreted as being
more sexually aggressive than those from father-present homes. In contrast, those girls
whose fathers were deceased were more withdrawn and shy in relationships with males
(323-24). Thus, the absence of the affirmation and reassurance of the opposite sex parent
due to death may result in lower levels of self-confidence in adolescent females when
interacting with males. In contrast, paternally-abandoned females may respond to this
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perceived experience of rejection by seeking male validation through sexually assertive
behavior. Hetherington, Cox, and Cox foimd that fatherlessness tends to disrupt the sex-
role typing of young boys. This sex role impact is most pronounced in preadolescence
(275). In summary, v^hile wide variances in human experience are to be expected,
research supports the conclusion that males tend to respond to father absence either in
over compensatory masculine behaviors (violence), in over identification with feminine
role models (sex-role confiision), or a combination of both.
The Role ofEnvironment upon Brain Development in Young Children
Another facet of research pertains to the way that the human brain is sexually
differentiated. Michael Gurian emphasizes that many important male-female brain
differentiations occur during prenatal development (13-15). Joy cites a German study of
boys bom during heavy allied bombing in World War II. Researchers suggest that the
occurrence of stressfirl bombing raids during the sixteen to twenty-six week prenatal
period (critical for brain sexual differentiation) apparently was linked to a higher
incidence of later homosexual preference among boys (Men 23-24). In concurrence,
Swaab, Gooren, and Hofman note that prenatal maternal stress is thought to have an
impact upon male/female brain sexual differentiation (292). Perhaps father absence plays
a role in this equation as well. While not as dramatic as the presence ofwartime activity,
the absence of a supportive husband or boyfi:iend might also add to the stress of a
pregnant woman and thereupon potentially impact the prenatal brain development of the
child. Swaab, Gooren, and Hoffman also offer this startling summary:
This period of sexual differentiation of the human hypothalamus is much
later than formerly presumed. This offers the possibility that, in addition to
genetic information, a multitude ofpostnatal factors may interact with the
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process of sexual differentiation of the brain, e.g., hormones, other
chemical compoimds, and psycho-social factors. (297)
In other words, a great number ofpre- and postnatal factors can play a role in the sexual
differentiation of the brain, including father absence. Hetherington, Cox, and Cox observe
that some disruptions occur in sex role typing of young boys, including higher levels of
feminine self-concepts and sex role preferences, if they are separated from their fathers in
the first five years of life (275). Much is unknown about these factors and how they
interact, but environmental issues, such as fatherlessness, could combine with other
factors to have some impact upon the sexual differentiation of the developing human
brain.
The Unique Contributions of Fathers
The study of the impact of fathers upon children is relatively new in the scientific
community. As late as 1965, John Nash lamented the lack of serious studies conceming
the role of fathers. Numerous studies flatly equate parenting with mothering. He quotes J.
Bowlby's 1951 tract for the World Health Organization as maintaining that the father is
"ofno direct importance to the young child, but is of indirect value as an economic
support and in his emotional support of the mother" (264). Thankfully, fathering research
has advanced to the point that researchers highlight those particular arenas in which
fathering has a specific, positive impact upon children.
Fathers and Academic Achievement
Biller summarizes that "the father is extremely important for the child's
intellectual, emotional and social developmenf
' (Fathers 1). Popenoe cites studies that
link father presence with the mathematics proficiency of daughters. Furthermore,
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Elizabeth Bing fomid that, contrary to her expectations, a remarkable link exists between
the amomit of time a father reads to his daughter and her resulting verbal competency
(641). Similar studies have corroborated these results for boys as well (Popenoe 148).
Hetherington, Cox, and Cox found significantly higher scores m IQ mathematics
subscales among children in father-present settings when compared to those from father-
absent settings (273). These studies point to the unique role that a father plays in
educating children.
Fathers and Emotional Warmth
According to widespread research, fathers are significant players in the emotional
development of children from the earliest prenatal stages. A father's supportive presence,
even before birth, enables a woman to more fully develop in her maternal role (Brazelton
and Cramer 40-41). The relationship of the parents is foimdational for the emotional
health of children. In their study of 170 college students and their families, Westley and
Epstein declared that "our most important finding was that children's emotional health is
closely related to the emotional relationships between their parents" (158). When wives
and husbands cultivated relationships characterized by love, mutual admiration, and
emotional closeness, their children's emotional health benefited significantly (158). Thus
one of the key influences upon the developing child is the quality of their parents'
relationship.
Further, a father who changes diapers is doing far more than preventing diaper
rash. The work ofKoestner, Franz, and Weinberger found that high levels of empathy in
adults were linked to early and regular patemal involvement in child care. The significant
impact of early patemal involvement when compared to the involvement ofmothers only
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was described as "astonishing" by the research team (713). In a similar vein, another
study found that the father-child relationship is more significant than the mother-child
relationship in its capacity to teach a compassionate response (Canfield 88). In an early
study on the emotional influence of fathers upon their children, Rutherford and Mussen
found that young boys exhibit generosity in personal relationships to the degree that they
experienced their fathers as warm and nurturing. Thus, fathers who cultivated warm
relationships with their sons enabled their sons to be giving and caring toward others. The
authors interpret these findings to mean that patemal nurturing provides a kind and
considerate developmental behavior model for young boys (760-62). Fathers who extend
warmth to their children empower them to fimction in a warm and generous manner with
others.
The importance of a warm, accepting home atmosphere was fiirther demonstrated
by Franz, McClelland, and Weinberger. In their thirty-six year prospective in which a
mother's perception of home life was later compared to the resulting life experiences of
the children, father warmth was particularly related to later social accomplishment. Thus,
those fathers who were characterized by their wives as being warm and caring toward
their children produced children more likely to be successfiil and comfortable in social
relationships. Further, the warmth of both parents was positively associated with their
children's satisfaction and success in relationships such as marriage, child rearing, and
adult friendships. Cold, aloof parenting was associated with an unhappy childhood,
particularly among boys (592).
Why would patemal warmth predict social ability? The relationship with the
father may be the first contact with a social "other," since infants naturally view the
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mother as an extension of themselves. The experience ofwarmth and nurture in this first
social relationship might well be foundational for all succeeding social relationships. To
integrate the findings of the three preceding studies, a warm patemal relationship tends to
produce children who are empathic and generous, characteristics strongly associated with
success in social relationships. Childhood experts T. Berry Brazelton and Bertrand
Cramer offer this sage advice in summary: "The father has a direct influence on a child's
development, enhanced by his attachment to the child from infancy on" (41).
Finally, patemal nurture appears to relate to sex role adjustment. Biller notes a
study by Mussen and Distler that "revealed that boys who scored high in masculinity of
projective sex-role responses perceived fathers as more warm and nurturant than did boys
with low masculinity scores" (Father 28). Thus the involved, warm, father seems to
empower boys to feel good about their maleness and masculinity. A mother's impact
upon sex role adjustment in boys seems to be more modest. Consequently, two-parent
households characterized by emotional warmth offer a tremendous resource for the
healthy sexual development of their male children. In short, the emotional influence of
nurturing fathers is wide ranging, positively impacting the holistic social-sexual
development of children.
Fathers and Child Care
An involved father is not merely a second generic adult in the home, reinforcing
the role of the mother. Both fathers and mothers offer complementary and yet essential
resources for the developing child. Based on his observations of hundreds of families,
Jerrold Shapiro suggests that children thrive when they are offered a father's protection,
constancy, and freedom combined with a mother's closeness, comfort, and sense of
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togetherness. These complementary child care approaches are illustrated in the way
parents hold and play with children. While mothers tend to draw the child toward her
breasts, providing comfort, warmth, and security, fathers extend the child toward the
world, often on shoulders offering a sense of freedom and excitement (166). As children
get older, mothers tend to enter the world of their children, allowing children to direct
playtime activity. For fathers, play functions more like an apprenticeship, in which the
patemal mentor teaches his protege about teamwork, competence, shared goals, and new
skills (166-67). Perhaps most significant of all is the finding that children who play
regularly with their fathers have enhanced peer relations and social confidence. Crowell
and Leeper suggest that through father-child play, "children learn critical lessons about
how to recognize and deal with highly charged emotions in the context ofplaying with
their fathers. Fathers, in effect, give children practice in regulating their own emotions
and recognizing others' emotional cues" (8). Without this laboratory for leaming how to
monitor one's emotions, fatherless children are less able to interpret emotional signals
and are, therefore, more prone to violent behavior.
Specific Behaviors of Effective Fathers
If fathers have the potential to make a difference in the life of a child, how can a
father maximize his positive influence? In other words, what does an effective father
look like? Chuck Humphrey synthesizes the behaviors associated with effective father-
involvement as revealed in the 1996 mental health joumal. Dialogue. He found that an
involved father demonstrates affection for his child in the child's preferred ways:
expresses physical affection (throwing an arm around the child's shoulder, for example)
while discussing broken mles, acknowledges and validates his child's feelings of anger or
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disappointment after turning down a request, talks about feeling angry rather than getting
physical, encourages new adventures and leaming while cautioning about possible risks,
passes along knowledge and skills while acknowledging the child's interests, and affirms
both the sex role identity ofhis child and respect for the opposite sex (1-2). While
effective fathers practice certain patemal habits, these habits make up a comprehensive
pattem of relating to children.
Based on a survey of over ten thousand fathers nationwide. Ken Canfield
categorizes the major activities of effective fathering into four essential components:
involvement, consistency, awareness, and nurturance (81). He describes involvement as
an investment of quality and quantity time in which a father pursues his children, offers
accessibility, and accepts regular responsibility for child care (92-94). In addition, an
effective father seeks to be consistent in terms of schedule, emotional control, honesty,
and morality (104-1 1), as well as aware of children's basic needs as they grow up,
including specifics about their talents, joys, hopes, and dreams (1 1 8-27). Canfield
defines nurturance as "the means through which we form intimate bonds with our
children, the way we respond to their emotional needs" (132). Nurturance can take place
in the context ofphysical affection, play, words, listening, and discipline (132-41).
Through attention to these four components, fathers can develop their patemal skills.
However, Canfield confides that most of all, fathering is a deeply relational
matter. The most effective fathers will have a spiritual dimension to their lives nurtured
by a relationship with God the Father, the power source behind all meaningful fathering
(219). Canfield' s research demonstrates that the most effective human fathers understand
themselves to be in a relationship with a heavenly father. This relationship provides a
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unique resource and model unavailable to those who do not experience God in this way
(219). As stated by Gruenler (122) and Shaw (64), the Father-Son relational model
revealed in the Gospel of John might be expected to exemplify and produce similar
qualities in effective human relations as well. Thus, the characteristics of the divine
family model might be expected to correlate with characteristics of effective human
father-child relationships. Canfield' s research on effective fathers correlates with some of
the characteristics of the divine Father-Son relationship as observed by Gruenler and
Shaw. Involvement, or the enjoyment of life together by a father and child (Canfield 99)
corresponds to Shaw's enjoyment of intimacy (64) and Greunler's "divine hospitality"
(64). Consistency, or the characteristic ofbeing faithfiil and unchanging (Canfield 1 14),
interfaces with Shaw's equality, which assumes consistent respect for each other (62).
Awareness, or familiarity with a child's wants, needs, hopes, and fears (Canfield 119),
relates to Shaw's intimacy (62) and Greunler's "pleasing the other" (64) which implies
total awareness of the Son's needs. Finally, nurturance, or the atmosphere of
encouragement, affection, and care (Canfield 144), correlates to Shaw's "mutual
deference" (62), which implies entrusting/empowering and Gruenler' s support,
affirmation (64), and generosity (82). According to the biblical observations by Greunler
and Shaw and the research by Canfield, a connection exists between the characteristics of
the divine family and effective earthly ones. As mortal fathers observe and experience the
divine example of family relationships, their own skills can be elevated.
Joy reminds us that effective fathers remember that they, along with mothers,
provide their children with their first theological curriculum (Bonding 122). The spiritual
resources of the church will ideally inform this theological curriculum. However, for an
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increasing mmiber ofmen to benefit fi-om the spiritual resources of the Church, the
Church will need to be more intentional about understanding and ministering to the
unique needs ofmen and fathers.
The Male Context
The Church would do well to attempt to imderstand the unique male experience in
America. As stated before, men represent a shrinking population in mainline churches in
particular. Part of this reason is that churches in general do not seem to target men. From
a historical perspective, Pat Keifert admits that the Protestant movement has increasingly
become the domain ofwomen (21). Woody Davis notes that many unchurched men
consider Christ and Christianity to be effeminate, and thus irrelevant to them (50).
Perhaps these factors contribute to the reality that only 10 percent ofAmerican churches
have an effective men's ministry (Kev Man Trainingl. In contrast, some religious settings
are more effective in involving men. For example, Schaller notes that men are attracted to
new church plants in disproportionately high numbers (5). Churches can effectively reach
men, but they will have to develop substantive ministries that add value to men's lives
(Harris). With this in mind, an overview of the unique male cultural context is in order.
In their ministry with men. Promise Keepers has identified six imique characteristics
ofAmerican male experience.
1 . Intimacy is seen as a threat.
2. Men listen by asking questions.
3. Men perceive situations as a challenge to be met or conquered.
4. Tunnel Vision or the tendency to manage one thing at a time.
5. Men tend to place highest value on rules and principles.
6. Men tend to express emotions through anger or sexual response.
(Kev Man Training 1-6)
The most pertinent characteristic for this study is the masculine avoidance of
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intimacy. According to Promise Keeper research, 95 percent ofChristian men do not
have a male friend (Kev Man Training 2). With a mixture of humor and irony, Patrick
Morley observes, "most men could recruit six pall bearers for their fimeral, but hardly
anyone has a fiiend he can call at 2 a.m." (117). Carol Gilligan argues that the origins of
male isolationism are rooted in the early developmental task of separating from their
mother, thus identifying himself as uniquely masculine. On the other hand, a female
develops her identity through attachment with the mother. Gilligan concludes that "males
tend to have difficulty with relationships, while females tend to have problems wdth
individuation" (qtd. in Dalbey 1 94). Gilligan describes the essence of the male dilemma:
relationships are both frightening and necessary. Echoing this observation, Roy Oswald
reminds us not to "minimize the anxiety most men feel as they contemplate sharing their
pain with other men" (17). What exacerbates this male tendency toward isolation or, at
best, superficiality in relationships, is the experience of disconnection with their own
fathers. As Jack Balswick observes, "We are a society without a father, and a nation of
men who have a hole in their psyches because their fathers were not there" (40). Men will
emerge from this ache of isolation only through individual pioneers who take the risk of
being models of community. Research indicates that such a community can provide the
atmosphere needed for spiritual and fathering renewal.
The Role of Training and Community Support in Behavioral Change
Social science research on small group dynamics supports the premise that social
context enhances performance. In his research on group versus individual problem
solving, Klugman found that persons working in the context of commumty solved more
problems correctly than those working independently (qtd. in McGrath and Altman 328-
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30). Middlebrook smimiarizes that "a group of people is more effective than any one
member of the group working alone would be, since the group usually has more resources
to accomplish a task than does an individual" (457). In contemporary management
theory, business guru Peter Drucker notes "teams become the work unit rather than the
individual himself (68). Generally speaking, small group research points to the principle
that persons who function in relationship with others demonstrate higher performance
levels than those that work in isolation. Group context provides resources of support and
accountability that make individual and group performance enhancement possible.
The scriptural story of Israel and the Church demonstrates that the application of
truth within the context of community has powerfiil implications for behavior. The
earliest Christians practiced the life-transforming power of biblical teaching and
fellowship (Acts 2:42). Howard Snyder believes that the fiiture faithfulness of the Church
depends upon this retum to biblical roots. Snyder notes, "Today the church needs to
recover what the early Christians found: That small group meetings are something
essential to Christian experience and growth" (140). For Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the chief
aim of Christians in community is spiritual growth-bearing witness to the gracious
message of salvation (23).
Observers have argued that the genius of the Wesleyan revival was in
transforming penitent people into empowered people through small group commimity
ministries, such as the class meeting. In the class meeting, a dozen or so men and women
would gather together to focus on how the tmth ofGod impacted their outward behavior.
With its emphasis on applying scriptural tmth to daily behavior in the context of
community, this "most important single unit in Methodism" went on to distinguish the
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Wesleyan revival from other less enduring Christian movements (Drakefr)rd 15-16).
John Wesley was a passionate advocate of social leaming, going so far as to "condemn
those systems which isolate leamers from their peers.... Cognitive presentation which
was not followed through with behavioral application was not only useless but
destmctive" (Henderson 132-33). Wesley clearly understood community support as an
indispensable component of individual behavioral change. This concept of community
support is no less vital today. For example, a contemporary intervention ministry with
black boys concludes each session by group participants linking hands and chanting
harambee, the Swahili word for "let's all work together" (McNair 22).
Even a cursory look at the current Christian movement worldwide reveals that
some of the fastest growing churches in the world are applying this biblical and Wesleyan
concept to their ministries. Small group gum Carl George speeiks of the cell group as a
community that fimctions as an intersection ofpastoral care, biblical application, and
Spirit-empowered encouragement to service (59). Thus, the possibilities of life change
are enhanced in the context of conunvmity care and biblical application. Dale Galloway
found that small groups formed the catalyst for spiritual growth acceleration, both
individual and church wide (Small 10). Most significant of all is the fimction of Christian
community to change lives. This point is so cmcial that it has become one of the ten core
values of the Willow Creek Community Church: "We believe that life-change happens
best in small groups" (Willow Creek 1). Snyder suggests that "in order for men to be
moved by the Holy Spirit there must be an openness toward God and toward others, an
openness which best develops in a context of the supporting love and fellowship of other
sincere seekers after God" (147).
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In applying this concept to ministry with men. Promise Keepers knows the value
of the relational context. Wendell Morton, national staffmember, stresses the impact of
significant relationships when a person is considering behavioral change. He cites the
"10-10-80 principle," that 10 percent of the population will make behavioral changes
based on new and accurate information, 10 percent will never change, and 80 percent will
only make behavioral changes in the context of a relationship. Bill Beahm speaks to this
reality when he notes "small groups are simply an extremely effective tool to help fathers
learn information and apply it to personal life scenarios" (19). Warren says simply,
"Christians need relationships to grow" (338). If these observations are true, then a
church that is concemed about impacting the behavioral choices of fathers will consider
how to combine the application of tmth within the context of community to support their
growing patemal skills. Yet the task before the church looms large. Currently only 7
percent of Christian men in America belong to a discipleship group (Bama).
The Husband-Wife Relationship and Parenting
The quality and priority of the husband-wife relationship emerged as an important
dimension of effective fathering as the project unfolded. Westley and Epstein found that
the emotional health of a child in their college years correlated with their perceptions of
the quality of their parents' relationship (158). Roid and Canfield's study of fathering led
them to note an important link between love of spouse and effective fathering (215).
These findings imply that the husband-wife relationship is a vital key to effective
parenting. Theologians have long emphasized the sacred nature of the marriage
relationship. For Richard Hays, marriage is more than a relationship between a particular
man and woman. This covenant attains a cosmic status as "it figures forth the ultimate
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redemptive intention of God" (364). Barth emphasizes that true love in marriage proceeds
from none other than the call and command ofGod (Church 218). This same divine
purpose and calling extends to the parental relationship if and when children enter the
scene. Barth notes, "[T]he main essential in the parent child relationship is that parents
are stmimoned to regard their children from the angle of divine will, and to deal with
them, to live for them and with them, accordingly" (277). Thus, because these family
relationships flow from the calling and redemptive purpose ofGod, they are not merely a
by-product ofbiology. A deep, sacred cormection exists between wife and husband and
between them and their children. Because of this holy connection and calling, therapist
Gary Smalley maintains that parents should do everything in their power to strengthen
their love relationship (288). Further, Michael McManus offers this challenge to faith
communities:
[I]t is possible for any church to nurture a congregation ofmarriage savers
[original emphasis], couples with solid marriages who are trained to reach
out and help engaged couples, newlyweds, and even those with deeply
troubled marriages-discover the "joy that passes all understanding." (19)
To summarize, the sacred, vital coimection between husbands and wives has profound
implications for children, the church, and even society at large and deserves a
proportionate response.
The Personal Fathering Profile
When Ken Canfield began researching resources for fathers a dozen or so years
ago, he discovered a vacuum of significant literature. Along with several colleagues,
Canfield began to review the literature that was available and then began to interview
men to attempt to get some handles on effective fathering. In the course of conversations
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with over ten thousand men, certain fathering pattems emerged. They discovered that
fathering practices could be grouped in four major fimctions: involvement, consistency,
awareness and nurturance (Canfield 80-81). Seeking to include a measurement of
fathering satisfaction, Canfield developed an adaptation of the Kansas Parental
Satisfaction Scale and the Kansas Family Life Satisfaction Scale specifically for fathers
(Canfield, Furrow, and Swdhart 4). Further research with particularly effective fathers
resulted in additional scales of fathering, including Love of Spouse, Active Listening, and
Spiritual Equipping (Roid and Canfield 215). The Personal Fathering Profile (PFP) has
emerged as one of the only research conceived and research-tested measurements of self-
reported fathering effectiveness available. The PFP has demonstrated strong face validity
(215) and offers fathers practical feedback on "a broad spectrum of fathering dimensions,
practices and areas of satisfaction" (214). Significant for this study is the observed
correlations between Canfield's characteristics of effective fathers with the observations
by Shaw and Gmenler conceming the qualities of the divine family relationship.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale
Just as Canfield's discovery of the startling absence ofmeaningful fathering
measurements led to the development of the Personal Fathering Profile, Raymond
Paloutzian and Craig Ellison's research into spiritual wellness led them to develop the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale in 1982 (Ellison, Letter). Their work was based upon Moberg
and Bmsek's 1978 pioneering discovery that spiritual well-being is best understood as
involving two dimensions, one's relationship with God and one's sense of life purpose
and satisfaction (Paloutzian and Ellison 231). Since an instrument to measure these two
dimensions of spiritual wellness was not in existence, Paloutzian and Ellison created the
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Spiritual Well-Being Scale. This unique, twenty-question instrument measures these two
scales, religious and existential well-being, through a six-point Likert preference. It has
developed a strong reputation for validity and reliability (Ellison, Letter) and is unique
among quality of life measures as it measures not only wholeness in relationship to God
but also satisfaction with social relationships as a part of a global understanding of
spiritual well-being (Paloutzian and Ellison 235). This relational emphasis has particular
implications for family life and fathering. Spiritual well-being has been linked v^dth a
positive relationship vdth parents, a sense of family cohesiveness, and a high level of
church involvement by parents (Ellison, "Spiritual" 335; Wheeler 1). However, the
relationship between patemal growth and spiritual well-being has not been established.
Such a study would strengthen the linkage between healthy family life and spiritual
wellness, as well as provide additional validity for the Personal Fathering Profile.
Summary of the Review of Selected Literature
The review of literature suggests that father absence is linked to a host of negative
effects upon children. In contrast, father involvement positively impacts children
conceming many of the same life categories: self-esteem, sociability, and academic
achievement among others. While social scientists differ on the prescriptions for the
malady, most admit that fatherlessness is a disease to be confronted. Current research
implies that a fatherhood that is involved, consistent, aware, and nurturing will more
likely maximize the opportunities ofpatemity.
A Judeo-Christian approach to this issue will be rooted in the scriptural call of
Abram and Sarai to offer a new model for family life, one which has positive implications
for all other human families (Gen. 12:3). Contrasting sharply with contemporary practices
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that view children as pawns in a political, social, and religious game of chess, this
relational system features the holistic training of children in a nurturing, family
atmosphere. While never flally realized in the human community, this model, built upon
the dual foundations of revealed truth (the Scriptures) and community support (the people
of God as represented by the synagogue and Church), finds its source in the Trinitarian
model of family relationships. Small group research supports this approach to behavior
transformation, as people have the best opportunity to grow when exposed to truth in the
context of a supportive community. Thus a contemporary method ofequipping fathers,
based upon the Trinitarian model of family relations, will naturally harness the support of
a faith cormnimity in concert with a curriculum that offers the best of biblical teachings
on fathering as well as the most significant contributions of current social science
research on the subject. Again, this curriculum would then be best intemalized within the
context of a supportive, accepting commimity that is ultimately exemplified for mortals
by the Trinitarian model of family relations in heaven.
The theoretical framework for this project can be summarized in the following
hypothesis: if a person's exposure to accurate information in the context of community
support and reinforcement leads to long-term behavioral change, then participation in an
education format that provides information in a supportive group setting for fathers will
result in greater positive changes in fathering and spiritual wellness when compared to a
format that does not include the supportive group setting. This change should be
evidenced by self-reported fathering effectiveness and growth in spiritual well-being.
This informational and relational model is rooted in the example and provisions of the
Trinitarian family, the source of effective family curriculum and genuine community.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
This study utilized a quasi-experimental design with a non-randomized population
and control group. Participants prior to and three months after the conclusion of all
treatments completed the Personal Fathering Profile and the Spiritual Well-Being Scale,
both self-report inventories. Because of the limited number ofparticipants in each group,
a post-treatment interview was conducted with each participant in order to gain insights
into the personal changes that occurred through the study. The following chapter details
the process of the study.
The Problem and Purpose of the Study
An unprecedented decline in domestic father presence exists in America today.
Tragically, those with the least available emotional resources, children, pay the highest
price when it come to the collapse of the father-involved family. The Church that Jesus
commissioned to reach out to these little ones cannot be content to let these devastating
trends continue unabated. Buoyed by a long and distinguished history ofGod's grace
intervening in family life, modem-day Abrams and Sarais can be instmments of God's
blessing to other families (Gen. 12:1-3). Through equipping men to be models of
effective parenting, the Church of Jesus Christ is in a unique position to make an eternal
difference in the lives of succeeding generations.
Through the establishment of aministry to specifically target the needs of fathers,
the Church has the potential to encourage a style of fathering characterized by greater
availability and involvement with children and families. Such aministry should employ
the most effective ministry model available. To be relevant, it must consider the unique
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strengths and needs ofmen. The purpose of the study was to compare and evaluate the
changes that occur in a man's self-reported fathering effectiveness and spiritual
wholeness as a result ofparticipating in one of two models for fatherhood training,
represented by Training Group One (the informational approach) and Training Group
Two (synthesis of information-gathering and community formation). Participants in
Training Group One (TG,) were randomly assigned to a treatment that involved
completing twelve weekly assignments from the "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum
produced by the National Center ofFathering, a not-for-profit corporation dedicated to
fathering research and training. They were asked to complete each week's work through
an independent study format without processing the material with others in a group
setting. Participants in Training Group Two (TGj) were randomly assigned to a treatment
that featured the same curriculum, but they would process their completed assignments in
a support group setting. I facilitated both treatments. Figure 1-1 provides a visual
overview for the proposed research design.
� (X,): features the 12 week "Foundations in Fathering" Independent Study, followed by three months
of no study
� (X2) features the 12 week "Foundations in Fathering" study and support group, followed by three
months of no group study
Training Group One (TG,) O, X, O2
Training Group Two (TGj) O, X^, Oj
Control Group O, O2
Figure 1
Research Design
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Research Questions
In conducting the research, the following questions were answered, so far as
possible.
1 . What are the comparative levels ofperceived fathering effectiveness of the
subjects TG, and TGj as measured by the "Personal Fathering Profile" and the "Personal
Fathering Profile Wife's View" pretest and posttest?
2. What are the comparative levels of spiritual wellness of the subjects in TG,
and TG2 as measured by the "Spiritual Well-Being Scale" pretest and posttest?
3. What relationship exists, if any, between any changes in spiritual wellness and
any changes in perceived fathering effectiveness as a result ofparticipating in the various
training groups?
4. What relationship exists, if any, between observed outcomes conceming
fathering practices and the influence of the Trinitarian model of family relationships as
presented in the various treatments?
Subjects
The population of the study is the adult male membership, constituency, and
fi-iends of the Trailwood United Methodist Church, approximately two hundred persons.
Self-selected participants include fathers (with biological, step-, or adopted children) who
elected to participate in a study to enhance their fathering skills. These participants were
randomly assigned to TG, (independent study of "Foundations of Fathering" curriculum)
or TG2 (support group processing of "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum). TG,
consisted initially of six persons, and TG2 consisted initially of six persons. According to
the original research design, a demographically similar group of five men from
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Community ofHope United Methodist Church in Mansfield, Texas were administered
the pretest. However, only three control group men and two spouses completed the
posttest, so the group did not ultimately fiinction as an effective control,rand their data is
not included in Chapter 4 analysis.
A random selection approach to the subject population is not feasible for this
study. A randomized population would likely include persons who are resistant to
developing more effective fathering practice and hence invalidate the study. Thus, this
experiment employs a convenience sample of volunteers who elect to participate in the
study. The volunteer method is consistent with the previous studies that have utilized
both the Personal Fathering Profile and the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. The possibility
exists that utilizing a volunteer population may skew the results. A volunteer population's
motivation for change may be greater than that of a randomized population. In
interpreting the results, I am aware that volunteer motivation could serve as a possible
rival hypothesis. In addition, I acknowledge that the low number ofparticipants will
require a very tentative approach when generalizing the findings.
Variables
The independent variables include the two treatment conditions, TG, and TGj.
TG, consists of completion of "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum through
independent study. TGj consists of completion of the "Foundations in Fathering"
curriculum along with the processing of this material through a support group study
format. The "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum included weekly lessons on
Involvement, Consistency, Awareness, Nurturance, Spouse involvement. Support from
other Fathers, and Spiritual Equipping. This project measured the changes in fathering
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effectiveness as quantified by the results of eight corresponding scales from the Personal
Fathering Profile (involvement, consistency, awareness, nurture, spouse involvement,
support firom other fathers, spiritual equipping). The project also measured the changes in
spiritual wellness as quantified by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale as a result of exposure
to the independent variables.
The dependent variables for the study included the level ofperceived awareness
and application of fathering skills as measured by the Personal Fathering Profile, and
perceived spiritual wellness as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
Instrumentation
This project utilized a quasi-experimental design featuring three volunteer groups:
TG, featured volunteers randomly selected to complete the "Foundations in Fathering"
curriculum via an independent study format. TG2 featured volunteers randomly selected
to complete the "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum and process this information in
the context of Christian community (small support group); and, a non-equivalent control
Group Three from Community ofHope United Methodist Church to approximate the
socioeconomic, age, and religious interest of the training groups, though without random
assigrunent. While all groups were administered the pretest and posttest, only the two
training groups received treatment. The pretest and posttest instrumentation to gather data
involved two profiles: The Personal Fathering Profile (PFP) and the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale (SWBS). These instruments provide the best means to measure the changes in
fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness that are anticipated through participation in
the "Foundations in Fathering" training groups. In addition, participants were provided
"report" cards to be mailed weekly regarding the number of assignments completed.
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Personal Fathering Profile: Reliability and Validity
Since 1987, Ken Canfield and others have surveyed over ten thousand fathers to
determine what differentiates effective fathers from less effective ones. Canfield found
that the primary fimctions of an effective father could be organized into how they
function in terms of distinctive fathering categories (81). The Personal Fathering Profile
emerged from this extensive survey. This profile is a 138-item, self report questionnaire
developed in 1990 "to survey a broad spectrum of fathering dimensions, practices, and
areas of satisfaction" (Roid and Canfield 214). The profile was designed with item
statements in a five-point, Likert-type rating scale providing response possibilities
ranging from Very Good to Very Poor. The profile is designed to explore fathering scales
such as Commitment (spending time with children), Awareness (understanding what
motivates ones' child). Consistency (control ofpersonal mood swings), Protecting and
Providing (being level-headed in crisis, providing consistent income). Love of Spouse
(being romantic). Active Listening (being attentive and careful when listening to child),
and Spiritual Equipping (providing family worship opportunities in the home), as it seeks
to uncover measurable dimensions of fathering (214).
These resulting scales cluster together as expected, since each scale has
demonstrated an intemal consistency index of above .80 (Roid and Canfield 215). In
other words, the Personal Fathering Profile demonstrates sound content or face validity
by consistently measuring the content it was designed to measure. On fiirther work with
the fathering satisfaction scales of the Personal Fathering Profile, Canfield, Furrow, and
Swihart found that all scales demonstrated moderate to strong validity (4). Conceming
extemal validity, or the generalizability from the test sample to the population at large.
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the PFP has shown only modest association with demographic and socioeconomic
factors. Thus, PFP scores can be interpreted as measuring differences in fathering
effectiveness rather than differences in demographics and should therefore be
generalizable to the American population at large (Roid and Canfield 216). In terms of
test stability, the extent to which repeated testing of the same group with the same
instrument would yield equivalent results, the Personal Fathering Profile demonstrates
inconclusive validity. Its relative nevwiess mitigates against such a claim at this point.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale: Reliability and Validity
In the absence of a tool to measure quality of life fi'om both an existential and
religious standpoint, Raymond Paloutzian and Craig Ellison created the Spiritual Well-
Being Scale (231). The goal was to provide a general measure of spiritual wellness
defined enough to offer meaningful feedback on spiritual and existential issues and broad
enough to avoid entrapment by particular theological issues or provincial models of
spirituality (Ellison, "Spiritual" 332). The Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) consists of
twenty items with the Likert-style six response options ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree (see Appendix A). The even-numbered items measure existential well-
being, and the odd-numbered items measure religious well-being (Ellison and Smith 38).
Under development since 1982, the SWBS has been widely researched and
reports excellent reliability and validity (Ellison, Letter). It has demonstrated sound test
stability, or consistency of scores in test-retest situations. For one hundred University of
Idaho volunteers, test-retest reliability coefficients were .93 for spiritual well-being, .96
for religious well-being, and .86 for existential well-being. Spiritual well-being has
demonstrated a coefficient alpha of .89, inferring that the Spiritual Well-Being Scale
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demonstrates high reliability and intemal consistency (Ellison, "Spiritual" 333). Bufford,
Paloutzian, and Ellison suggest the extent of the SWBS test stability in that the
instmment demonstrates test-retest reliability of over .85 after one, four, and ten weeks
(57).
The Scale demonstrates a strong track record of face validity as well. "Factor
analysis of the twenty items using the Varimax-rotation on data obtained fi'om 206
students at three religiously oriented colleges revealed that they clustered together
essentially as expected" (Ellison, "Spiritual" 333). Thus, subjects consistently loaded the
religious items on the religious well-being subscale and the existential items on either life
direction and life satisfaction scales, demonstrating the instrument's strong face validity
(Paloutzian and Ellison 232).
Conceming constmct validity, or the extent to which items measure hypothetical
constmcts or concepts, Ledbetter, Smith, Vosler-Hunter, and Fischer highlight studies
such as Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison, which support the constmct validity of the
SWBS. However, while Ellison proposes that the subscales are conceptualized as
measuring homogeneous dimensions, Ledbetter, Smith, Vosler-Hunter, and Fischer argue
for the factorial multidimensionality of the instnmient, suggesting a greater diversity in
item content than Ellison admits (99-100). Ledbetter, Smith, Fischer, Vosler-Hunter, and
Chew call for test revisions since the SWBS has consistently demonstrated a ceiling
effect. That is, the Spiritual Well-Being Scale is significantly less usefiil in differentiating
and interpreting higher test scores than it is for lower scores. This effect might
particularly impact its usefulness in religious cormnunities where one might expect higher
than average scoring (51-55). Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison, note that the instrument
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fimctions best to detecting spiritual pathology or "the presence of a significantly impaired
level ofwell-being" (66). The Spiritual Well-Being Scale also demonstrates strong
concurrent validity or the extent to which test results correlate with other results. SWB
scores have also correlated in predictable ways with other theoretically related scales such
as the UCLA Loneliness Scale, the Purpose in Life test, and Intrinsic Religious
Orientation (Ellison, "Spiritual" 333).
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale correlates well with characteristics of healthy
relationship development and functioning. Some factors are closely associated in
particular with parental leadership skills. "Spiritual Well-Being has been found to be
positively correlated with general assertiveness, self-confidence, initiating assertiveness,
giving ofpraise, and asking ofhelp" (Ellison and Smith 41). The scale also correlates
positively with self-esteem and hope (41). Mark Wheeler found a clear coimection to
family life in his study ofparenting style and spiritual well-being. He found that students
with parents who are Christians and who were involved in church activities during the
students' childhoods scored higher on overall SWB and on both existential and religious
subscales (2528A). Thus, if an involved, spiritually proactive parenthood results in
enhanced spiritual well-being for children, then proactive parents themselves might also
derive spiritual benefits from the holistic nurture of their children.
In summing up the relational impact of spiritual wholeness, Paloutzian and
Ellison declare that "people who scored high on SWB tended to be less lonely, more
socially skilled, higher in self-esteem, and more intrinsic in their religious commitmenf
'
(233). In summary, persons who are high in spiritual well-being tend to be effective in
their personal relationships, an essential factor in parenting. The SWBS was designed to
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imiquely measure quality of life under the assumption that "a person's sense of quality of
life is intimately linked to satisfaction with his or her social relations" (235). The
Spiritual Well-Being Scale is thus a reliable, valid instrument for anyone who has a
meaningfiil concept ofGod (Ellison, Letter). Combined with the Personal Fathering
Profile, this instnunent can be expected to serve as an effective measurement tool in this
study.
The Curriculum: Foundations in Fathering
In 1999, Ken Canfield and Bill Beahm of the National Center ofFathering wrote
the "Foundations in Fathering" curriculum. The purpose of this resource was to provide
an in-depth, weekly study of each of the aspects of fathering that had been associated in
the research with effective fathering (Roid and Canfield 214). The study includes twelve
sessions, each dealing with one of the following topics: Introduction, Assessing Your
Fathering Heritage, Involvement, Consistency, Awareness, Nurturance, Spouse
Involvement, Support from Other Fathers, Spiritual Equipping, Life Course, Part I, Life
Course Part II, and the Most Important Predictor ofFathering Satisfaction (see Appendix
E). While individuals can use the resource, group participation is strongly recommended
as the most effective setting for patemal modeling and transformation (19).
Data Collection
Advertisements for the twelve-week fathering study indicated that both
fatherhood and spiritual life profiles would be completed before and three months after
the conclusion of all sessions. Interest volunteers and spouses gathered on Sunday
evening, 5 March at 6:00 p.m. After a brief opening devotional conceming the divine
pattem of relationships as revealed in the Trinitarian model, I provided an overview of
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the study and asked participants to sign an agreement form, including that they
understood the commitment they were making. Then, the profiles were presented along
with an explanation of the four-digit mother-father birth month volunteer codes for their
use in completing the profiles. After administration of the profiles, I asked all volunteers
to gather the following Sunday evening, 12 March, at 6:00 p.m. for treatment assignment.
The next week, I met with the control group volunteers to administer the pretest. The
research design required a three-month waiting period without ongoing small group study
prior to the posttest in order to measure longer-term changes. Three months after the
conclusion of all treatments, I sent a posttest to all participants, again with a researcher-
addressed, stamped envelop to facilitate reply, followed by a reminder volunteer phone
call. I also interviewed each participant due to the limited number ofparticipants in each
group, as a means of gleaning qualitative insights to illuminate any proposed changes that
occurred through the study.
Variables
The National Center for Fathering handled the scoring of the Personal Fathering
Profile, and they retumed the scores to me for compilation. Each relevant subscale was
recorded as a raw score for statistical analysis. I scored the Spiritual Well-Being Scale
according to the guidelines set forth by Ellison and Smith (38). The raw scores from the
religious and existential subscales, as well as for SWB, were recorded for statistical
analysis.
Data Analysis Methodology
After determining the mean and standard deviation for all of the changes in
subscale scoring, a t-distribution was used to determine the statistical significance, if any.
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of the changes. In addition, a coefficient of correlation was developed for each of the
relationships as informed by the Pearson Product Moment Correlation. The relationship
of the independent variables (TG, and TGj) to the dependent variables (fathering
effectiveness and spiritual well-being as quantified by the PFP and the SWBS) could then
be subject to analysis.
Summary
Data fi:om this study should offer direction conceming effective models for
ministry to fathers. The data should also suggest possible relationships between effective
fathering and spiritual well-being. Secondarily, the data could be usefiil for the continuing
process of developing norms for the SWBS and how fathering development relates to the
scale. Finally, the results should also provide helpfial data to strengthen the validity and
reliability of the Personal Fathering Profile.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this chapter is to present the fmdings of the study conducted by
answering the research questions first outlined in Chapter 1 . Answers were drawn from
the pretests and posttests.
Instrumentation Overview
The Personal Fathering Profile is a 160 question five-point Likert scale inventory that
has demonstrated reliability and validity. The instrument was developed to measure
various fathering factors, dimensions, and levels of satisfaction. The Personal Fathering
Profile Wife's View was developed to give additional perspective regarding their
husbands' fathering practices. I selected the following PFP scales for analysis:
Involvement, Consistency, Awareness, Nurturance, Spiritual Development, Marital
Interaction/Parental Discussion ofChildren, and Others' Support. These scales related to
the "Foundations in Fathering" weekly curriculum of the same title or topic. The PFP
Inventories were scored according to guidelines provided by the National Center of
Fathering.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) consists of twenty items with the Likert-
style response options varying fi-om strongly agree to strongly disagree. The instrument
was developed to provide meaningfiil feedback in religious and existential wellness
without being wed to a particular theological system or a particular approach to
spirituality. The Spiritual Well-Being Scale contains two subscales with odd-numbered
items relating to religious well-being and even-numbered items relating to existential
well-being. The SWBS reports excellent reliability and validity. The scales were scored
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according to guidelines provided in the Manual for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
Fathers' and Wives' Perceptions ofFathering Effectiveness
The first research question compares the levels of fathering effectiveness of
subjects TG], and TGj through use of the data provided by the "Personal Fathering
Profile" and the "Personal Fathering Profile-Wife's View" pretest and posttest. Change
scores for subjects TG� TGj, and spouses are included in Table 1.
Table 1
Change Scores in Perceived Fathering Effectiveness for Independent Study and
Group Study Formats (N=15)
Subjects Pretest Posttest Difference
M M
TG,: Independent Study (n=7)
Fathers 282.25 293.00 10.75
Wives 262.67 263.33 .66
TG2: Group Study (n=8)
Fathers 256.75 278.00 21.25
Wives 283.25 297.50 14.25
The following observations summarize the results of Table 1.
� In terms of the pretest, Independent Study fathers initially rated themselves
higher in fathering skills than did the Group Study fathers (by 25.5 points).
� In the same pretest. Independent Study wives tended to rate their husbands
less favorably than their husbands (by 19.58 points); Group Study wives tended to rate
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their husbands more favorably than their husbands (by 26.50 points).
� Fathers and wives in both the Independent and Group Study formats tended to
perceive fathering effectiveness at a higher level after the study.
� The amovmt ofperceived change was greater for the Group Study fathers
(21.25 points) than for the Independent Study fathers (10.75 points).
� The amount ofperceived change was greater for the Group Study wives
(14.25 points) than for the Independent Study wives (.66 point).
� Fathers in both formats tended to perceive greater levels of change (as
indicated in the posttest) than their wives.
The fathers and wives perceived changes scores for each format were then
combined and averaged to ensure the greatest possible objectivity. Standard deviations
for these changes were also calculated. The change scores for fathers and wives for each
of the study groups is displayed in Table 2.
Average Change Scores in Perceived Fathering Effectiveness for the Independent
and Group Study Formats with Spouses (N=15)
Table 2
Subjects Mof
Changes Changes
SD of
TG,: Independent Study (n=7)
TG2: Group Study (n-8)
6.43
17.75
19.39
26.80
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The following observations summarize the results ofTable 2:
� The combined scores indicate that both formats perceived some positive
fathering changes.
� The amoimt ofperceived change was greater for the Group study than for the
Independent study (by 11.32 points).
� The standard deviations tend to be high, indicating that the changes tended to
be exhibited by a few, rather than evenly distributed among the subjects.
Because of the small number of subjects, data was not analyzed for statistical
significance, since the results would have been clearly inconclusive. As a result, I will be
cautious in making observations and indicating findings, however, in this particular
study, the group format witnessed greater change scores in perceived fathering.
In the post-study interviews, some of the fathers' reflections helped to shed light
on the impact of the group format. One noted that interactions with the other dads served
as a "wake up call," reminding him that he had only a few more years left with his sons
before they moved out. Another dad spoke of the importance of interacting with other
men, admitting, "I need to know that I'm not alone. Two dads confessed that they would
not have completed the leaming experience at all without the small group accountability
and the sense of responsibility to the group. One dad simply said that he was getting too
caught up in the career msh. Being in the group helped him to slow down and
intentionally spend more time with his family. These perceptions serve to illustrate some
of the ways that the group experience influenced these men and their relationships.
Further, fathering change scores can also point to certain possible trends and
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relationships. For example, a tentative observation can be made regarding a possible
relationship of change scores for subject and spouse scores between the two training
groups. When developing a coefficient of correlation between the changes in the subjects'
PFP scores and the changes in the spouses' PFP scores ofTG,, the correlation of
coefficient result is r = -69. The score of subject 1 (Ml 010) was not used since no
corresponding wife's score was available for comparative purposes. This non-correlation
seems important in that each husband and wife pair viewed the fathering changes very
differently. In contrast, when developing a coefficient of correlation between the changes
in the subjects' PFP scores and the changes in the spouses' PFP scores for TG2, the
correlation of coefficient result is r = 0.95. With this correlation of coefficient, the score
changes in TG2 seem to track more closely with the changes indicated by spouses,
compared to the corresponding relationship exhibited by TG,. Among this particular
group of subjects, the group study tends to have more impact on spouses' perception than
does the independent study format. Keeping in mind that these results are from a very
small group of subjects, further research would be required to be able to make this claim
with a higher level of confidence (see Figure 2).
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Relationships between Change Scores in Perceived Fathering
Effectiveness forTGI and TG2 Fathers and Wives, (N=15)
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Figure 2
Relationship between Change Scores in Perceived Fathering Effectiveness
The following observations summarize the results ofFigure 2.
� Little or no relationship exists between the TG, (Independent Study) Fathers'
and Wives' perceived fathering change scores.
� A much closer relationship exists between the TGj (Group Study) Fathers'
and Wives' perceived fathering change scores.
Fathers' and Wives' Perceptions ofSpiritual Wellness
The second research question has to do with comparing levels of spiritual
wellness of the subjects TG, and TGj through use of the data provided by the "Spiritual
Well-Being Scale" change scores. In contrast to the perceived fathering changes of
research question one which involved wives assessing their husbands level of fathering
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effectiveness, in research question two, the fathers and v^dves are evaluating their own
spiritual wellness. Included in Table 3 are the two subscales, religious well-being (RWB)
and existential well-being (EWB), that together make up the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
For comparative purposes, a United Methodist mean score is also provided courtesy of
the Manual for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. Change scores for subjects TG� TGj, and
spouses are included in Table 3.
Table 3
Change Scores in Spiritual Wellness for Independent Study and Group Study
Formats (N=15)
Subjects Pretest M
RWB EWB SWB
Posttest M
RWB EWB SWB
TG], Independent (n=7)
Husband
Wives
TGj: Group (n=8)
Husbands
Wives
47.25 46.25 93.50
49.00 46.67 95.67
55.25 48.50 103.75
56.50 48.75 105.25
46.75 45.50 92.25
54.33 48.33 102.67
58.25 55.25 113.50
56.50 52.00 108.50
United Methodist M 49.64 49.47 99.09
The following observations sununarize the results of Table 3.
� In terms of the initial pretest. Group Study fathers and wives rated themselves
higher in overall spiritual wellness than did the Independent Study fathers and wives (by
10.25 and 9.58 points, respectively).
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� Fathers and wives in the Group Study format tended to perceive spiritual
wellness at a higher level after the study. Group Study fathers demonstrated the greatest
change in the existential scale. Group Study wives were imeven in their improvements (as
theu SD in Table 3 indicates).
� Independent Study wives also demonstrated an increase, primarily due to a
sizable religious well-bemg increase in one wife.
� Independent Study fathers were the only group that actually decreased slightly
in spiritual wellness change score mean. However, the change was not consistent: two
subjects changed modestly while one plummeted and another soared in the existential
subscale.
� The amoimt ofperceived change was slightly higher for the Independent
Study wives (7.00 points) than for the Group Study wives (3.25 points). The Group Study
wives' initial pretest mean was relatively high. On the religious subscale, these women
scored just 3.5 points from the highest possible score. This may have provided a ceiling
that prevented them from demonsfrating growth on the posttest.
In comparing levels of spiritual wellness, the SWB average change for subjects in
TG, and TGj was calculated by scoring each inventory according to the guidelines
included in the Manual for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. The changes between pretest
and posttest means of the various treatment conditions were then calculated. The SWB
means and standard deviations are reported in Table 4. The means of the spouses were
listed separately since on this inventory they were evaluating their own spiritual wellness.
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Table 4
Average Spiritual Wellness Change for the Independent Study and the Group Study
Fathers (N=15)
Subjects M of SD of
Changes Changes
TGiTndependent Fathers (n=4) 1.25 23.53
TG,Tndependent Wives (n=3) 7.00 2.64
TG2,Group Fathers (n=4) 9.75 7.80
TG2: Group Wives (n=4) 3.25 13.35
The following observations summarize the results of Table 4.
� Regarding the fathers, the amount ofperceived change was greater for the
Group Study than for the Independent Study (by 1 1 .00 points).
� The standard deviation tends to be high among the Independent Study men
indicating that the changes tended to be exhibited by a few rather than evenly distributed
among the subjects.
� Regarding the wives, the Group Study produced less change when compared
to the Independent Study, possibly due to previously cited religious subscale ceiling
effects.
As with the fathering scores, because of the small number of subjects, data for
spiritual wellness was not analyzed for statistical significance since the results would
have been clearly inconclusive. As a result, while I will be modest in terms ofwhat I say
about this data, the personal reflections ofmen do underscore some of the perceived
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spiritual benefits resulting from the group format. One man indicated that he now prays
with his son more, and that these times are meaningfial for the two of them. Another
indicated that his relationship with God now informs how he should relate to his child.
Another offered, "I think I now appreciate the things made possible through Christ and
God. I also see the gifts ofGod through my daughter." Apparently the group interactions
provided new resources, ideas, and supportive relationships that planted seed for these
spiritual discoveries.
Further, the spiritual well-being change scores do seem to point in the direction of
other trends and relationships. For example, one of the relationships explored in this
research relates to the kind of impact this study might have upon wives' spiritual
wellness. When looking at the relationship between subject and spouse change scores
among the two fraining groups, a trend does seem to emerge. The spiritual wellness
scores of subjects and spouses ofTG, appear to have little or no apparent relationship.
When developing a coefficient of correlation between the changes in the subjects' SWB
scores and the changes in the spouses' SWB scores ofTG,, the correlation of coefficient
result is r = - 0.70. The score of subject 1 (Ml 010) was not used since no corresponding
wife's score was available for comparative purposes. When this relationship is Einalyzed
and broken down in terms of spiritual wellness subscales, a clearer picture emerges.
While no relationship exists between TG, fathers and wives in religious well-being (r = -
.57), a stronger relationship exists in existential wellness (r - .78). When developing a
coefficient of correlation between the changes in the subjects' SWB scores and the
changes in the spouses' SWB scores for TGj, a positive relationship emerges (r = .91).
The existential subscale demonstrates a stronger relationship (r = .92) than the religious
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subscale (r = .79).
With these higher levels of correlation, the spiritual wellness score changes in TG2
seem to track more closely with the changes indicated by spouses when compared with
the subjects and spouses ofTG,. This possible correlation is unlike the relationship
between fathering perceptions. This time, the fathers and wives were assessing their own
spiritual wellness. If a relationship indeed exists between the husbands' and wives'
spiritual wellness, it suggests that the wellness of one (in this case, the husband) impacts
the religious and existential outlook of the other. However, since these results are from a
limited group of subjects, fiirther research would again be necessary to demonstrate any
relationship with a higher level of certainty (see Figure 3).
Figure 3
Relationship between Change Scores in Spiritual Wellness
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The following observations smnmarize the results ofFigure 3:
� Little relationship exists between the TG, (Independent Study) father and wife
spiritual wellness change scores.
� A much closer relationship exists between the TG2 (Group Study) father and
wife spiritual wellness change scores.
Relationship between SpiritualWellness and Fathering Effectiveness
The third research question has to do with the relationship between changes in
fathering perception and changes in spiritual wellness in the various training groups. This
particular question is based on the scores of the fathers without their wives. The goal was
to see what relationship existed, if any, between one's perceptions of fathering and
spirituality. When developing a coefficient of correlation between the changes in the
subjects' PFP scores and the changes in the SWB scores of TG� the correlation of
coefficient result is r = 0.83. When developing a coefficient of correlation between the
changes in the subjects' PFP scores and the changes in the SWB scores of TG2, the
correlation of coefficient result is r = .49 (see Figure 4).
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Relationships between Change Scores in Percieved
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Figure 4
Relationships between Change Scores in Perceived Fathering and Spiritual Wellness
The following observations summarize the results ofFigure 4.
� Both the TGj (Independent Study) and TGj (Group Study) fathers seem to
exhibit a relationship between fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness change
scores.
� A closer relationship exists between fathering effectiveness and spiritual
wellness change scores for the TG, (Independent Study).
With such a small group of subjects, one person achieving a significantly higher
change in a particular measiu-ement could skew the results, which appears to be been the
case with TGj subject 3. With a larger group of subjects, the skewing effect might be
lessened with the possible result that a greater relationship between fathering perception
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and spiritual wellness could be demonstrated within the group study. A comment in the
interview process provides further evidence for this relationship. One group participant
caught the importance of the link between spiritual lives and fathering when he uttered,
with the poignancy ofheartfelt prayer, "We all need more of 'the Father' in our lives."
The Trinitarian Model ofFamily Relationships and Fathering
The fourth research question had to do with the relationship between fathering
outcomes and the influence of the Trinitarian model of family relationships as presented
in the various treatments. For the purposes of this study in fathering, the Trinitarian
model of family relationships related primarily to the kinds of qualities implicit in the
Father-Son relationship as depicted in the Gospel of John. The underlying assumption
was that the Father-Son relationship revealed in the Scriptures could serve as an
empowering example and resource for human fathers in relationship with their children.
While week two of the "Foimdations in Fathering" course (Assessing Your Fathering
Heritage) explored the topic of the fatherhood ofGod, this emphasis was not specifically
highlighted in an ongoing basis in the curriculum. In addhion, the impact of leaming
about the Fatherhood of God did not relate specifically to a corresponding scale within
the PFP for the purpose ofmeasurement. While I attempted to supplement the curriculum
by highlighting this aspect of the discussion in some weekly sessions, this effort was
likely inadequate to promote an adjustment in fathering perceptions. Further, due to
weakness in research design, no instrument existed or was developed to compare changes
in fathering perception or practice resulting from exposure to the Trinitarian model of
family relationships. While the interview process did unearth insights relevant to this
question that will be discussed in that section below, insufficient data exists to be able to
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answer the fourth research question fiilly. As a result, the question of the relationship
between theological reflection on the Trinitarian model of family relationships and
fathering practice will remain to be addressed by fiirther study and research.
Interviews of the Subjects
The personal interviews offer an opportunity to consider the men's own
comments about their post-study fathering practices and perceptions, and illuminate some
of the emerging trends of this study. Some four months after the cessation of all
treatments, I conducted phone interviews with subjects in TG, and TGj. I made an effort
to contact the subjects at a convenient time for extended conversation. At the outset of the
interview, after rapport was estabhshed, I emphasized the necessity of candor-that the
integrity of the leaming process could only be achieved through the honest response of
each subject. Having clarified that point, the participants were asked the following series
of open-ended talking points and questions.
1 . Tell me some of the things you have been doing with you son/daughter the
last few weeks.
2. What are you doing now that is different from what you were doing before the
study?
3. How did your assigned study format impact your leaming as a father?
4. Give an example of how your involvement with your kids has influenced your
own relationship with God.
5. What have you leamed about yourself through this experience?
6. What have you leamed about fathering?
In the analysis of the conversations, virtually all subjects could recall recent
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examples ofhow they had participated in specific activities with their children in answer
to question one. In the responses to question two, the differences in the two groups begin
to emerge. Each subject in TG2 could give examples ofhow their fathering practices had
changed as a result of the study. They made statements such as, "I am taking more of a
leadership role," "I am more aware of how God wants me to live my life," "I pray more,"
"I live more in the present," "I focus on my relationship with my wife and son." Another
father commented "I definitely spend more one-on-one time with my daughter." In
contrast, only one person among the four TGj subjects indicated that his actual fathering
practices had changed. That is not to say that the TG, fathers were not actively involved
in fathering their children. They just did not recall any changes occurring as a result of
their independent "Foundations in Fathering" study.
In considering the answers to question three, important differences emerge. Each
participant in TG, shared the perception that the leaming experience would have been
enhanced had they been assigned to the group format. Comments such as "I would have
leamed from others" or "there were times when I wish I could have interacted" paint a
picture ofmen who desired relationship and interaction with other fathers. Another
indicated that had he experienced the stmcture and accountability of the group, he would
likely have completed more of the assignments. With one voice, TGj subjects indicated
that the group study enhanced their experience. They specified that the group setting
provided accountability, a supportive community, and additional encouragement and
motivation. One dad specified that without the weekly accountability, "I would have
probably dropped out." Another added, "I don't follow through on my ovra." One lifted
up the importance of the positive relationships: "I need to talk and fellowship with other
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men. I need to know that I am not alone."
Question four dealt with how involvement with kids impacted a father's
relationship with God. While most fathers could affirm that involvement with their kids
impacted their relationship with God, TG, subjects tended to support this statement with
examples that did not relate to the study. TGj subjects tended to reference activities
encouraged by the study. One indicated that prayer with his children is more important to
him now. Another indicated that his newfound desire to take a leadership role as a father
required divine assistance. Another indicated that he was more aware ofGod's gifts
through his child.
Conceming the self-discovery question (5), while most members ofTG, could not
specify a specific point of leaming, one did indicate an important insight conceming time
spent with kids versus time spent on the job: "A few minutes doesn't mean a lot career-
wise, but it means a lot to my children." Each member ofTGj shared a significant
existential discovery, such as "The group helped me realize . . . that 1 only have a few
years left. I try to . . . make the moments coimt." Another indicated, "[T]he biggest thing I
leamed is that 1 am not alone in the stmggle." Still another said, "I was taking life way
too seriously, getting caught up in the msh. I was missing out [on family time]."
Finally, in response to the question, "What have you leamed about fathering?" the
responses ofTG, subjects tended to lift up the ongoing challenges associated with
parenting. One exclaimed, "It's a bear!" Another lamented, "We get training for so much
in life-but not much in fathering. And we need it." Another intimated, "I guess I haven't
been as good of a parent as I thought I was. You do have to have a more active role."
These remarks indicate that most of the TG, subjects viewed fathering as more of a
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damiting challenge than as a role and relationship for which they had been empowered.
The answers ofTGj tended to reflect a more positive perspective, emphasizing
what they can do to make a difference. For example, one emphasized that fathering was a
daily job with a long-term goal-a child's independence. Even though the concept of God
was not specifically mentioned in the question, three men specifically lifted up the
importance of faith in their fathering role. One mentioned, "[B]eing a father means more
than being 'man of the house,' but taking an active, involved role in the life of children
and spouse. I've [also] realized the complexity of being a mother, and the importance of
being a Christian father, not just a father." One offered this insightfiil remark, "We all
need more of the 'Father' [God] in our lives. Without the spiritual side, we are
shortchanging ourselves." The previous statement leads me to believe that, in this study,
the limited exposure that was given to the Trinitarian model of family relationship was
not lost on these men. At least in this subject, a growing awareness emerged of the need
for God, both as Father and as a Father-model. In hindsight, developing this aspect of the
curriculum would have strengthened the study. Not only would research question four
have been answered more fully, but an empowering resource could have been made more
accessible to these fathers.
Findings of the Study: Summary
To summarize the fmdings of this study, due to the limited numbers of
participants, this research provides no new fmdings that rise to generally accepted levels
of statistical significance. We can simply point to possible trends in this study and offer
modest directions and proposals for fiiture research. Having said this the following
tentative observations can be made regarding this particular study.
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� While Fathers and wives in both the Independent and Group Study formats
tended to perceive fathering effectiveness at a higher level after the study, the amount of
perceived change was greater for the Group Study fathers and wives than for the
Independent Study fathers and wives.
� Whereas a negative correlation exists between the TG, (Independent Study)
fathers' and wives' perceived fathering change scores, a positive correlation exists
between the TGj (Group Study) fathers' and wives' perceived fathering change scores.
� Similarly, while a negative correlation exists between the TG, (Independent
Study) fathers' and wives' spiritual wellness change scores, a positive correlation exists
between the TGj (Group Study) fathers' and wives' spiritual wellness change scores.
� A correlation exists between perceived fathering effectiveness and spiritual
wellness change scores for both the TG, (Independent Study) and TG2 (Group Study)
fathers.
� Whereas TG, subjects as a whole did not articulate specific ways that their
fathering practices had changed as a result of the study, TGj subjects tended to be able to
do this.
� Without exception, all subjects expressed the belief that the group setting was
the preferred leaming condition.
� Finally, while TG, subjects seemed to view fathering as a daunting task for
which resources are still wanting, TGjmembers seemed to indicate a greater sense of
confidence and empowering regarding their ongoing fathering challenge.
To summarize, when analyzing the results of this study in light of generally
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accepted statistical norms, one cannot claim that the fathering treatments had any
significant effect on fathering practice. However, the above fmdings from this particular
study point to possible trends that could be verified through additional research. Only
time will tell if fiirther studies wdth a larger population and a perhaps a lessened variance
will be able to lead to more conclusive results. Future research may support a thesis that a
group setting produces higher levels of change in fathering practice and spiritual wellness
than does an independent study approach.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
If a person's exposm'e to accurate information combined with social support
results in behavioral transformation, then participation by fathers in an educational format
that provides leaming opportunities in a supportive social context would lead to greater
changes in fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness when compared to a format
without this intentional social support. That was the specific hypothesis that drove the
design of this study. However, this particular research failed to produce findings deemed
significant at generally accepted levels ofprobability. Thus, fi-om the outset this study has
obvious limitations and will offer little, in and of itself, which can be generalized to other
populations. Yet, while the hypothesis was not supported and the research questions were
not answered by this study in conclusive ways, still this project has much to teach.
The purpose of this chapter is to sort through and interpret the various aspects of
the study considering possible insights and trends through the lens of Scripture, current
research, and theology and offering possible implications both for the existing body of
knowledge and for the work of the Church. Four fmdings from this particular study will
be evaluated in this section: (1) Impact of Leaming Format upon Perceived Changes; (2)
Correlations between Fathering Perceptions among Fathers and Wives; (3) Correlations
between Spiritual Wellness Perceptions among Fathers and Wives; and, (4) Possible
Relationships between Perceived Fathering Effectiveness and Spiritual Wellness. I will
conclude with the limitations of the study, suggested directions for fiiture studies, as well
as possible applications for Christian ministry.
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Impact of Learning Format upon Perceived Changes
As stated previously, the study did not demonstrate a statistically significant
difference in the perceptions of fathering or spiritual wellness change between the
Independent Study and the Group Study formats. While changes did not rise to generally
accepted levels, a coherent pattem appears to emerge in the results of this particular
study. Conceming fathering effectiveness and spiritual wellness change scores, group
study fathers and wives (TGj) perceived greater changes than did the independent study
(TGi) fathers and wives through both the Personal Fathering Profile and the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale. One question from the post-study interview process underscored this
perception with particular clarity. In response to the query, "How did your assigned study
format impact your leaming as a father," without exception each independent study
subject indicated that the group study format would have led to an enhanced experience.
While some in the independent study format expressed relief when selected for what was
perceived as the "time-saving" independent study, in retrospect they all commented that
the study would have been more beneficial had they participated in the group process. As
expected, the support group responses echoed these sentiments-the group format seemed
to provide the preferable leaming environment. They expressed that the group seemed
superior for a variety of reasons-it met a need for accountability, communication, or
connection-but with one voice all participants believed that the support group format
either led to or would have led to a better experience. While these findings are not
generalizable to any other population, in this particular, limited study, the group setting
was deemed to be the preferable format.
Given this information, perhaps the small group format provided an element that
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was absent in the independent study setting. The fathers realized that for their experience
to be most beneficial, they needed more than access to helpful information. They needed
relationships with other men. Men may acknowledge this in theory, but many find it
difficult to initiate or make time for these relationships. After weeks ofpersonal
recruiting, calling, and inviting by direct mail, only twelve men actually signed up to
participate in this three-month fathering study. This lack of response might be attributed
to many factors, but part of the possible resistance might be summed up in Gilligan' s
observation: relationships for men may be necessary, but they are difficult and
frightening (qtd. in Dalbey 194). Men experience relationship resistance and anxiety for a
variety of reasons. Brain design research suggests that men in general experience greater
difficulty than women in shifting to the right hemisphere, the locus of emotion and
relational skill (Joy, Men 22). Still, factors exist beyond brain physiology. For instance,
many people have umesolved issues with their own fathers. Gallup found that over 54
percent of those polled expressed the belief that most people carry this significant, on
going, emotional baggage (Canfield 248). Men may resist putting themselves in a
position of emotional vulnerability, fearful of being inwardly bruised by another man.
While men may acknowledge the research that points to the effectiveness of the group
leaming environment and may experience the synergy of teamwork in their vocational
setting, this does not mean that they naturally gravitate toward groups in dealing with
personal issues. As Oswald has commented, "Do not expect men to cluster together
naturally into deep sharing groups. Given the pain, the isolation, and the loneliness of
most men it is surprising that these types of gatherings don't happen spontaneously but
they don'f
'
(17). Yet overcoming this resistance remains a worthwhile endeavor.
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Even a cursory overview of research on work effectiveness affums the general
superiority of the group versus the individual (Middlebrook 457). In the emerging
knowledge society, Drucker views the team, not the individual, as the basic work unit in
the workplace (68). In spite ofwhat may have been an initial relational resistance, the
men of the independent study and group study formats eventually participated in the
research and affirmed the value ofbeing in a support group for fathering and personal
growth. Their comments reflect a longing for support, accountability, and authenticity
with other men. Bly rightly speaks of a contemporary male longing for father and king
(122). Herzog speaks of a "father himger, an affective state of considerable tenacity and
force" (174). These men expressed this hunger to connect or reconnect with God and
other men, either because they tasted it through the support group experience or because
they longed for it. Yet, this step toward community is not automatic. It requires sufficient
courage, sufficient pain, or a combination of the two. In the context of the fatherless,
emasculated, male soul, Bly speaks gratefiilly of the courageous men who pioneered the
contemporary men's movement by listening and sharing their stories with other men (xi).
Joy affirms the power of such a support group in the Christian context: "Men with a
damaged father connection tend to be healed only to the extent that they can describe the
loss and pain in some confidential social arena. A support network group ... is the best
environment for this" (Men 32).
While these men experienced the power ofChristian community, most men.
Christian or not, do not initially resonate with Bonhoeffer' s affirmation of community as
the pure gift of God's grace (20). While Wesley is on solid biblical, theological, and
sociological ground in affirming the superiority of the social leaming context (Henderson
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132), the reality is that among the 83 percent ofAmerican men who consider themselves
to be Christian, only 7 percent are part of some discipleship group or process (Bama).
The contemporary church needs to recover the biblical theology that insists that "life
together" is not optional but is part and parcel ofbeing fiilly Christian and fiilly human.
Only then wdll the Church be in a position to address the disconnect disease that afflicts
so many father-hungry men who tend to pass on the illness to the next generation through
father absence, abuse, or emotional distance.
Correlations between Fathers' and Wives' Fathering Perceptions
When comparing the fathering change scores of the dads with the change scores
of their respective spouses, the scores from the support group spouses tracked closely
with the support group fathers (r = .95). The change scores from the independent study
spouses and subjects demonstrated no apparent relationship (r = -69). This higher level
of correlation suggests that the support group fathers and spouses seem to be viewing
changes in tandem, or from a similar perspective. The independent study fathers and
spouses tend to perceive and assess fathering skill from a completely different lens.
One way of interpreting this result would be to consider the influence of visibility.
Whereas men in the independent study could complete their assignments incognito, the
fathers in the group study attended a meeting that was a visible part of the family
schedule. For twelve weeks, these men spent two hours of their Sunday evenings at the
church for the fathers' support group. The scheduled regularity of this event may have
kept the fathering topic "on the radar." It provided a greater and more obvious
opportunity for the moms and dads to dialogue about what the men were leaming and
seeking to apply.
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Results from the "Parental Discussion" scale of the Personal Fathering Profile
lend support to this explanation. The support group spouses tended to perceive more
positive change in terms ofparental dialogue, or consistently high levels ofparental
exchange, when compared to the perceptions of the independent study spouses. Perhaps
the enhanced communication of the support group parents helped these couples to grow
in awareness and mutual understanding ofboth fathering strengths and weaknesses. This
may have enabled them to view fathering efforts out of a similar lens.
Spouses that regularly communicate with one another tend to enjoy their
relationship more than those whose communication is more sporadic. In Gary Smalley' s
interviews of over thirty couples nationwide, he found that intimate conversation was the
most enjoyable part of the relationship for the wife (138). Michael McManus speaks of
the "gift of daily dialogue" as one of the building blocks of a strong marriage (191). The
visibility of the group meeting may have provided these couples with a conversation
starter that initiated a higher level of communication.
While the topic ofmeirital relationships does not customarily fmd its way into the
indices of Christian theology textbooks, a notable exception is to be found in the work of
Karl Barth. This theologian reminds us that true Christian love is a response to the
conunand ofGod. "It is the free decision in which a man and a woman may engage in
mutual understanding, self-giving and desire as they are joined together by God in the
life-partnership ofmarriage and therefore called and endowed to live for one another"
(Church 218). Barth picks up this significant theme from the scriptural witness, a witness
that began with a called covenant couple named Abram and Sarai (Gen. 12:5). This theme
of covenant, marital love is woven into many New Testament letters that apply Christian
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belief and love to family relationships. The husband-wife relationship is a prominent
topic in the ethical sections of 1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Timothy, Titus,
Hebrews and 1 Peter. Ephesians goes so far as to compare the husband-wife relationship
to the relationship between Christ and the Church. The biblical witness culminates with
the remarkable fulfillment of that relationship, as the reader is invited to the marriage
supper of the lamb and his bride, the Church (Rev. 19:6-9). Hays sununarizes the power
of this analogy: "The Christ/Church typology represents an extraordinarily high standard
for marriage; ifmarriage truly reflects the love between Christ and the Church, it should
be characterized by infinite loyalty and self-sacrificial love" (364). In a culture that
misconstrues love as romantic attraction rather than an act of sacrifice in response to the
grace and command ofGod, small groups may help communicate the implications of
being a Christian husband and father. Perhaps some of these values were reinforced in
the support group setting for the fathers in this study, and their willingness to
communicate and cormect with their wives led to a greater sense of understanding and
clarity regarding their ongoing fathering challenges and growth.
Correlations between Spiritual Wellness Perceptions among Fathers and Wives
As stated previously in Chapter 4, the spiritual wellness score changes for TGj
men seem to track more closely with the changes indicated by their spouses, when
compared wdth the subjects and spouses ofTG,. These support groups spouses, who did
not directly experience treatment, tracked with their husbands in overall spiritual wellness
(r = .91), in religious wellness (r = .92), and in existential wellness (r = .79). The
independent study spouses' religious well-being change scores did not correlate with their
husbands.
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Conceming this religious well-being correlation in the group study, wives seem to
experience somewhat of a "lag" factor. That is, while their change scores seem to
correlate with their husbands', they remain consistently lower than their husbands'. For
example, if a father experienced a highly positive religious change score, his wife's
change score was still positive, but less so. If the father experienced a more modest
change score, the wife's change was nominally positive, or slightly negative. Perhaps the
visibility of group participation may have led the wives to raise the bar in terms of their
expectations of their husbands' spiritual leadership and involvement. To the degree that
the men did not demonstrate change, their spouses' change scores were not as positive, or
even negative, perhaps reflecting spiritual disappointment. When these men actually
became more involved, their wives responded more positively.
For example, the response ofmen and wives to the spiritual development subscale
of the Personal Fathering Profile appears to be illuminating. This subscale includes five
statements for a father's self-rated response, or in the case of the wife's view, a wife
rating her husband:
1 . Reading the Bible with my family/children often;
2. Praying with my children;
3 . Stressing the importance of Christian values to my children;
4. Talking about spiritual things with my children; and,
5. Having a family worship time in my home.
This subscale paints a portrait of a father who is actively equipping his children
in their relationship with God. As one might expect, the support group fathers who had
the highest combined change score in this particular subscale of the Personal Fathering
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Profile, as perceived by both father and wife, also had the highest change score in their
own religious well-being. Perhaps the process of equipping their children helped them
experience a closer cormection with God, or vice-versa. Their wives in turn exhibited the
highest religious change scores among the TG, women. Interestingly enough, the only
independent study father and wife to both give a positive change score in the spiritual
development subscale was also the only TG, couple to both exhibit improvement in
religious well-being.
The group context, with its irmate atmosphere of accountability, tends to
encourage a greater sense ofpersonal application and follow-through of the curriculum.
This is evidenced by the fact that on the spiritual development scale of the Personal
Fathering Profile, all four support group spouses assigned to their husbands at least a
modestly positive chemge score, the only scale where such unanimity occurred. Yet while
the group context appears to be the preferable enviromnent for leaming and applying the
message, conununity support and accountability are not the only factors. The one
independent study father who, according to PFP perceptions, was sufficiently motivated
to take a more active role in the spiritual development ofhis children also experienced
positive religious change, in tandem with his wife. While the group support appears to be
helpfiil and perhaps even decisive for many, men still have to take initiative for the group
experience to be efficacious. Men who actually follow through and take an active role in
the spiritual equipping of their children and families not only experience personal
religious benefits but also appear to positively influence the religious well-being of their
wives as well.
Conceming the existential scale scores, these changes seem to be linked to aspects
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of effective fathering. The two support group men who had the greatest increases in
existential well-being were also the men whose spouses gave them positive change
ratings in the involvement, consistency, awareness, and nurturance subscales of the
Personal Fathering Profile. These wives of seemingly "growing" dads also demonstrated
the greatest positive change scores regarding existential well-being.
As we look to the research on the emotional and religious lives of couples,
Smalley underscores the impact an involved father has on the emotional and spiritual
experience ofhis wife: "Thoughtflil creative ideas [regarding father involvement] ...
strengthen your marriage and lift your wife's spirif (112). More men need to heed this
sage advice. From his demographic research on gender differences and spirituality, Bama
has noted "women typically emerge as the primary-or only-spiritual mentor and role
model for family members. And that puts a tremendous burden on wives and mothers"
(3). He has also interpreted the data to suggest that spiritually overworked and burdened
women could be experiencing bumout, as is evidenced by declining numbers ofwomen
in worship and ministry roles. Men who share this ministry with their wives may not only
be providing positive religious modeling and equipping for their children but a spiritual
lift for their wives as well.
Yet many men seem uncomfortable in the world of Christian spirituality and in
spiritual leadership. For unchurched men, Davis found that many considered Christianity
uiunanly. Men tended to associate Jesus with feminine attributes, concluding that they
could never be like "him." Thus, the Church is viewed a haven for feminine spirituality
(50-51). Keifert confirms their suspicion. "Any reading ofmainline, Protestant history
will tell you that religion in those circles has more and more become the reahn of
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women" (21). If imchm'ched men genuinely have this perception, and if this perception is
at least in part a reflection of reality, then the Church needs to do a better job of living out
and communicating a balanced view ofChristianity and Christ. Even men who are
committed to Christ and the Church may have a tendency to be like Barak (Judg. 4), the
Old Testament general who was comfortable only ifDeborah was taking the spiritual
lead. Based on demographic studies, Bama has found that Christian men are not
partnering with their wives in spiritual leadership. Interpreting the data, he warns that
"the apparent lack of spiritual leadership exhibited by millions ofChristian men has
significantly hampered the spiritual growth of tens of thousands ofwell-meaning but
spiritually inert families" (3).
This tendency to back away from spiritual leadership might be rooted partly in the
makeup of the male brain. Gurian' s analysis of brain research is that the male brain is
designed to be intensely spatial. While excellent in focusing on tasks, it is not set up to be
as verbal as the female brain is (15). Males tend to take a much longer time to process
feelings when compared to women (22). Boys tend to have three times as much reading
difficulty as girls. Conceming environmental preferences, "females tend to choose ways
of relating, people to relate to, and jobs that utilize their verbal and empathy skills and
thus will make them feel comfortable" (1 8). Thus, as men enter the domain of the
Church, where "real" spirituality is often defined by feminine-friendly relational pursuits
such as participating in empathetic "prayer and share" groups, they may feel like the
proverbial fish out ofwater. Certainly men can and eventually should develop these
competencies, but initially these skills may be too far outside of the average males'
comfort zone. No wonder that many committed Christian men head for the comfortable
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settings of church boards of trustees or building committees, where their task orientation
gift is valued. Certainly the approaches to spirituality that focus on relational nurturing
and wholeness are vital to Christian faith, but "hands on" spiritual approaches that tend to
have more general appeal for men may have been neglected. For example, of the five
statements measuring a father's role in the "spiritual development" subscale of the
Personal Fathering Profile, all five relate to relational nurturing. None readily relate to the
male task-orientation strength, such as "participating in a mission project with my child."
If the Church desires to help men reclaim a partnership with their wives in the spiritual
nurture of children, then the Church may need to appeal more to the strengths ofmen. In
other words, the Church may need intentionally to balance traditionally feminine-friendly
(relational-verbal-empathic) approaches to spirituality with models ofministry that
effectively reach and empower those segments of the male population that remain outside
of the Churches' sphere of influence. In addition, the Church will also need to give
attention to training men for the spiritual nurturing ministries that their families need but
that many men feel ill-equipped, or even powerless, to initiate.
Part of this training will need to focus on the mimstry of reconnection. Chapter 1
revealed a painfiil portrait of a growing number of relationally-isolated, American men.
Ultimately, these men who have been devastated by patemal disconnection will need
bridges to recoimect them with other men and, most of all, with the triune God. The
Church can build bridges for men who will need to reclaim God as their Father and affirm
with Barth that God the Father is the source of all human fathering (43). The Church can
lift up a portrait ofGod the Father that reflects a new kind of reliable fathering, just as
Israel offered the nations an example of a different kind ofFather-deity, one that was
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involved, just, and compassionate (Miller 51). Finally the Church can offer a new
example of family life based on the Trinity, "a divine family ofmutual love, service,
delight and equality (Shaw 64). This God can and will be a healing resource for the many
who will journey across the bridge built by the community of faith to a renewed
spirituality, fatherhood, and family life. As men recoimect with God, they can step up as
spiritual leaders and partners with their wives for their mutual edification and the spiritual
empowerment of their children.
Possible Relationships between Perceived Fathering Effectiveness and Spiritual
Wellness
In this research, both groups exhibited a relationship between change scores in
their own perceived fathering skill level and their sense of spiritual wellness. Independent
study subjects (TG,) exhibited a higher level of correlation between perceived fathering
effectiveness and spiritual wellness (r = .83) than did subjects in the group study (r = .49).
This lessened TG, correlation seems to be in part because one of the group study subjects
skewed the results by seemingly making more significant strides in fathering and more
modest gains in spiritual wellness. In reality, this father's initial spiritual wellness score
of 100 was average for a United Methodist, while his initial fathering score was below
average. Thus, while his posttest score was only four points from the scale maximum, he
could not record enough spiritual change, within the confines of the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale design, to demonstrate a greater correlation with his significant fathering strides.
Thus, both treatment conditions experienced some link between spiritual wellness
and fathering growth (or decline) in this particular study. Perhaps a father's level of
perceived patemal involvement with his children is predictive or is at least a factor in his
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level of spiritual satisfaction and wellness. Based on the results of this study, the men
who grew most in fathering change scores also grew in terms of religious well-being and,
especially, existential well-being. Research on effective fathers tends to support this
finding. Canfield says,
Our research at NCF has shown that some of the most effective fathers
have a heartfelt relationship with another Father-a heavenly one-who
strengthens and equips them in their fathering, and has their best interests
at heart. He wants to change their hearts-to equip them not only in a
relationship with him, but also in responsible and loving relationship with
their children. As men come to a better understanding ofwhom their
heavenly Father is, they also learn how to be the fathers their children truly
need. (219)
Biblically, this possible connection makes sense. The last passage of the Old
Testament links the retum ofElijah and his vital spiritual ministry with the renewal of
relationship between fathers and children. Schuller, in her comments on this passage,
declares, "final [spiritual] redemption will not take place without reconciliation on the
most basic level of the family" (877). The link between spirituality and family renewal is
developed more fiilly in the New Testament. If the greatest two conunandments
according to Jesus are relational, to "love the Lord your God . . . and [emphasis mine] . . .
your neighbor" (Matt. 22:37-39, NRSV), and one's closest neighbors are the members of
their own household, then this connection is consistent with spiritual faithfiilness as
defined by Jesus. Further, in several of the letters of the New Testament, admonitions
regarding family relationships are viewed as a natural outworking of one's new life in
Christ (Eph. 6:4; Col. 3:21). Conceming the topic of spiritual leadership, Paul reminds
Timothy of the relationship between spiritual responsibility in the home and in the
Church: "for if someone does not know how to manage his own household, how can he
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take care ofGod's chm-ch?" (1 Tim. 3:5, NRSV). From the standpoint of Scriptm-e,
spiritual maturity and responsible fatherhood are closely linked. While we look forward
to additional research either to substantiate or clarify these findings, in this study and in
the current literature, fathering and spirituality appear to be associated.
Limitations of the Study
Because of the small niunber of subjects, findings will not rise to the level of
statistical significance at an accepted level ofprobability. The findings may provide a
foundation for fiirther research but carmot be generalized to any other population. In
addition, the nature of this particular design relies upon self-reporting, a built-in bias.
General Suggestions for Further Research
This particular study has unfortunately raised more questions than it has
answered. One thing is certain, however. The only way to gain greater clarity regarding
the issues involved would be to rework the study with a much larger group of subjects.
One might also seek to alter the research design, shifting from the current method of
random assignment in order to create a lessened variance between the various leaming
formats. One way of implementing this research design would be to pretest the subjects
prior to assigrunent and list them by score in descending order, from the highest Personal
Fathering Profile score to the lowest. The researcher would then proceed down the list,
altematively assigning fathers to each of two groups. In other words, the highest scoring
father would be assigned to group one, the second highest to group two, and so forth,
until all fathers are assigned. These adjustments in research design would likely lead to a
smaller variance between the two groups, and more meaningful group comparisons could
be made. As a result, the researcher would have a clearer picture conceming the influence
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of the independent variable.
I am also convinced that more work is needed on the topic ofmale spirituality.
Based on recent discoveries regarding brain development as well as the influence of
sociological changes in American society, particular spiritual disciplines, means of grace,
and worship styles might be found to be more beneficial in addressing and meeting the
spiritual needs ofmen. In a related issue, given Schaller' s research regarding the decline
ofmale participation in mainline Protestantism over the past decades (5), research is
needed on the factors that may have led to this trend. Churches that are effectively
meeting the needs ofmen need to be researched in order to discover common
denominators that may help reverse this pattem.
Another aspect of the research design that may have had an impact on the resuhs
of this study more was the intentional three-month waiting period prior to the posttest.
The rationale for this cessation of treatment was clear-to be able to measure longer-term
changes wrought by the educational format independent variable. The participants were
told that during the three-month period they should not participate in any group study of
fathering or parenting. In fact, the waiting period was over the summer, and, like many
churches, the Trailwood church provided no other small group alternative in which these
men could participate. Thus, after the study, these men made a fairly radical transition
from a weekly, intensive experience ofChristian community to no such experience at all.
If one believes, with John Wesley and a host of ancient and contemporary theologians,
that the experience ofChristian community is normative and necessary for the developing
believer, then this aspect of the research design may have created a community vacuum,
possibly undermining some of the leaming experience. In tmth, a more immediate
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posttest likely would not have changed the overall results of the study, due to the
statistical challenge of demonstrating significance with such a small number of subjects.
For future studies, moving up the posttest would arguably provide a more accurate picture
of the influence of community on the subjects.
Finally, the current project was handicapped by lack of reference to the spiritual
resource of the Trinitarian model of interpersonal, family relationships. Ifmen are to
grow as fathers, they must be able to observe a healthy Father-Child relationship and also
connect with God as Father as a healing source for their father wound. The Triune Family
would be a valuable resource in addressing these issues. For these reasons, the Trinitarian
model should be integrated ftiUy into any fiiture research design.
Possible Applications forMinistry in the Church
When biological fathers are reduced to virtual dads they and their progeny tend to
pay an enormous price. The problem seems rooted in a profound sense of disconnect
between fathers and children that is tragically self-perpetuating. Young men who have a
father wound are less likely to be connected to other persons in meaningfiil ways and are
more likely to engage in violent acts and irresponsible sex, leading to more
fatherlessness. Young women with a father wound are at risk for premature sexual
activity, which often leads to a new generation of fatherless and economically-deprived
children. In hopes of addressing this perceived root cause of disconnect among American
fathers, this study offered a modest attempt at measuring the influence ofChristian
reconnection through a small support group for fathers. While the study did not succeed
in answering the various research questions with any finality or clarity, the research does
lead us to consider some significant issues for the fiiture ofministry. The Protestant,
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mainline chm'ch must grapple with some the following issues if it is to maintain a
relevant, redemptive family ministry in this day ofwidespread fatherlessness and male
disconnect.
The Protestant, mainline church can address years of declining male participation
by giving more attention to the male spiritual context. By no means should this focus be
interpreted as a retreat to an outdated cultural or spiritual patriarchy. The leadership of
women in the Church must be affirmed and celebrated. Women have historically stood in
the gap and have been spiritual leaders of churches, commimities, and nations. However,
our deep appreciation for these contributions does not diminish the need to reach out
more effectively to men. Further, research suggests that the health and growth of the
Church is also at stake. Keifert reminds us that the lack of gender balance in the Church is
strongly associated with congregational decline (21). Given these realities, the mainline
Church must find ways to recormect with the growing numbers ofmen who are either
going elsewhere, or nowhere. Many of the suggestions below, while focused upon the
needs ofmen, will have equal or greater appeal to many women.
For example, the worship experience can become more effective in addressing the
spiritual needs ofmen. Joy indicates that music and prayer help men move firom their
single hemisphere focus to a more receptive, relational mode (Men 22). Many men may
respond best to God when they have the opportunity to "soak" for a few minutes in the
musical worship experience characteristic of "contemporary" worship, in contrast with
the more "choppy" style associated with many traditional Protestant worship experiences
(sing three verses, say the creed, sit and listen to someone pray, sing three more verses,
etc.). Further, Gurian reminds us "television, videogames, and the whole computer
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culture is very much a creation of the male brain" (17). Thus he argues that use of
multimedia can enhance the visual leaming experience for these less verbal members of
the human race. Worship expressions that offer multimedia altematives may be more
effective for many men. Further, messages (sermons) that reach men will consistently
feattire practical handles for active participation and application. Taken together, these
suggestions might help create a more male-friendly worship enviromnent.
The Church can create places for men to gather for genuine community, support,
and healing. Men of the Boomer and Buster generations will not participate in old-
paradigm. United Methodist Men "meet and eat" groups that focus on informal
fellowship with non-specific goals. However, these men will be attracted to experiences
that provide them with spiritual enrichment and add value to their lives. For a church
men's ministry to succeed, it must, among other things, provide small groups where men
can be accepted as they are but also where they will be challenged to grow. It must offer
them practical tools that will enhance their lives. A men's ministry with a clear mission to
empower men to grow as spiritual people, husbands, and fathers, will have a much
greater chance of succeeding in reaching contemporary men (Harris). Churches also need
to provide multiple side-port ministries such as scouting, sports, and missional, "habitat"-
style work groups. This portfolio of small communities that churches offer will ideally
create safe, accepting places for men to gather, have fun, work together, and be supported
in their spiritual joumey. To summarize, churches that seek renewal in worship and small
groups will have a greater opportunity to help men cormect or recormect with God
(Keifert 22).
Churches that minister effectively in the current context will provide healing
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opportunities for men (and women) to meet and deal with recovery issues related to their
father woimds. These churches will offer support groups as well as one-on-one
counseling opportunities. Oswald comments that some father-wounded men fmd
confiding in other men initially very threatening, so female pastors have a significant role
in the healing process for men (17). Women in ministry could receive specialized training
so that they can be sensitive to their unique role and be aware ofpossible pitfalls as they
participate in this therapeutic process with men.
Churches that seek to minister effectively in this context of fatherlessness will
also seek to offer preventative medicine. Churches will seek to have an effective
premarital preparation ministry so that fewer divorces lead to fewer incidences of father
absence. McManus notes that church marriage preparation ministries focusing on couple
communication skills are most effective in increasing the possibility ofmarriage success
(142). When marriages fail, proactive churches will develop Divorce Recovery ministries
to encourage estranged partners to work toward the most amiable relationship possible
with opportunities for the children involved to have significant time with both parents.
One of the great needs for young men today is to have older men as a mentoring
resource. This is particularly the case for young fatherless men. Bly notes that "[Father]-
himgry sons hang around older men like the homeless do around a soup kitchen" (94).
Young men in mobile families who live hundreds ofmiles away from their families of
origin also experience this hunger for mentors. Many mainline churches have an
abundance of older adults who could have an enormous impact if paired up with younger
men in collaborative ministries or even in intergenerational small groups. This ministry
also needs to be extended to some of our most at-risk populations in our nation today.
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Balswick offers this poignant observation: "Where are mentors and initiators ofmen in
modem society? For most yoimg men there are none. The tragic drama being played out
in urban gangs is that boys are trying to initiate boys" (41). Mentoring young inner city,
fatherless youth can be a powerfiil mission for many churches and individual Christians.
We can celebrate the fact that resources and ministries are beginning to target these at risk
populations. For example, Young Lions offers an innovative curriculum designed to bring
young men and mentors together to celebrate Christian discipleship in the context of an
Afi-ocentric rite of passage and cultural heritage (McNair 10). The National Center of
Fathering has also initiated the "Urban Father Projecf to empower fathers and mentors in
the inner city context.
In conclusion, churches must be about the intentional equipping of dads to be
what only they can be-involved, consistent, aware, and nurturing fathers for their
children. Though they may be initially resistant, distracted, or disinterested, many of
these relationally disconnected men desperately need to reconnect with God and other
men in small groups. The overcommitted, fast-paced, material world in which men live
does not make the fostering of commimity easy. Nonetheless, this community is the
miracle of grace for which the Church must pray and toward which the Church must
work. While many look at the bleak statistics and foresee the continued decline of the
American nuclear family, God has put the family ofGod here to work redemptively
among families and commimities. By God's grace, let us proceed-one man at a time, one
woman at a time, one community at a time-living out a resurrection narrative for a host
ofhealthy, nurturing, committed families where fathers and mothers and children joumey
together toward a preferable fiiture.
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APPENDIX A
Letter from the National Center ofFathering
March 15. 2002
Rev, Thomas O. Palmer
2901 Denton Tap Road
Lewisville, Texas 75067
Dear Rev. Palmer,
You have permission to use the Personal Fathering Profile quMtionnaire booklets for
both husband and wife, aswell as thePersonal Fathering Profile Report forms, and the
Foundations In Fathering curriculum in your doctoral research.
Sincerely,
A.W. Beahm, PkoT
Vice President ofEducation
National Center for Fathering
10200W. 75th Street, Suite 267 ? ShawneeMission. KS 66204 ? Phone 913-3844661 ? Fax913-384^
http://www.fathers.com ? E-mail dads@fathers.CQm
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APPENDIX B
Personal Fathering Profile
Fathering Dimensions
Q�UosOyHlse
<g)�Sonwvftat FtiM
(3)� Undecftfetf
��Somewhm Tw�
��UosUy True
Directions : Decide how accurate each of the fol
lowing statements is conceming your fiithering prac
tices. Using a pencil, darken the appropriate an
swer circle beside the statement. Avoid making
stray marks on the page. Be sure arty chang
es to your answers are thoroughly erased.
Not Applicable
Example
& (3) ,S> � �
"I,� �. <� � �
'� � � �
A. I know whal is reasonable to expeO- fcoai my children
for their age. . y ,s,.- x
B. My moods are pretty much the same from day to day�
C. I often involve my child in woildng with me. t.
U. I am unchanging in my personality dharacteristics. 1
� � � � � d) 1. I have a good handle on how my child's needs change as
lie/she grows up.
� � � � � (|!) 2. I often discuss things with ray child.
� � � � � (ii 3. 1 Imow when my child has had a difficult day.
� � � � � d) 4. I listen to my children when they talk to me.
� � � � � dD 5. I rarely have time to play games with my children.
� � � � � iD 6. It is easy for me to encourage my ctiild.
� � � � � (|) 7 My child and I often do things together.
� � � � � dD 8. I know wtien my child is upset about something.
� � � � � �) 9. I praise my cliildren for things they do well.
� � � � � d) 10. 1 do not know the names of my ctiildren's best friends.
� � � � � d) 11. My ctiildren accompany me on errands.
� � � � � d) 12. I do not have major shifts in my moods.
� � � � � d) 13. I Icnow what encourages my child the most.
� � � � � d ) 14. I try not to vary much in the way that I deal with my
childrea
� � � � � d) 15. It is very hard for me to encourage my cliild.
� � � � � d ) 16. I have difficulty in being motivated to do my fathering
tasks.
Not Applicable�<^
Fathering Dimensions
continued... somewhat tm-^
UiKtedded
Somewhat False
UosUyFOse��
17. I know when Pve hurt my chad's feelings. � (l> i> � <i) ^
18. I am familiar with my child's friends. � � � � � �
19. I frequently read stories to my child. � � � � � �
20. My child and I seldom have lime to work together. � @ � � � �
21. It would be very difficult for me to list my child's
strengths and weaknesses.
� � @ � � �
22. I carefully listen to my children express their concerns. � � @ � � �
23. I know what mouvates my child. � @ � � � �
24. I fmd that I do not hug my children very oftea � � � � � �
25. I pay attention to my children when they speak to me. � @ � � � �
26. How I relate with my children changes often. � � � � � �
27. I often work togetha with my child on a project � � � � � �
28. I tend to condemn myself foe mistakes I have made as a
father.
� � � � � �
29. I am understanding of my children's everyday defeats. � � � � � �
30. I am involved in my ctuld's life. � � � � � �
31. I know when my child is embarrassed. � � � � � �
32. I do not change much in the way that 1 deal with my
children.
� � @ � � �
33. I am unchanging in my personality characteristics. � � � � � �
34. It is hard for me to get going ia my fathering role. � @ @ � � �
35. I could identify most of my cltild's recent disappointing � � � � � �
experiences.
36. I express affection to my childrea � � @ � � �
37. I constantly tell my children that I love them. � � � � � �
38. I tend to delay doing tbe things I know I should do as a
father.
� � � � � �
39. My child and I often have fun together. � � @ � � �
40. I show my children that 1 care when they share a problem � @ � � � �
with me.
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-mostly False
(g)� Sonmfhal False
�� Undedded
�� Somewhat True
�� mostly True
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Faihering Dimensions
continued...
� � � 41.
� @ @ � � � 42.
� @
� �
� �� 43.
� � � 44.
I know how my child's emotional needs change over
time.
I know how my children compare with other children
developmeatally.
I tell my children that they are special to me.
When my child is working, I lilte to be present
� @ � � �
� @ @ � �
� @ @ � �
� �
� 45.
� 46.
� 47.
� � � � 48.
I know what is reasonable to expect from my children
for their age.
1 know what my child needs in order to grow into a
mature, responsible person.
What I do with my children does not change much from
day to day.
I tend to be somewhat rmchanging in the way I practice
fathering responsibilities.
� @ @ � � � 49. I rarely spend time with my children.
� @ @ � � � 50. My moods are pretty much the same from day to day.
� � � � � � 51. When my children are upset, I usually try to Usten to
them.
� @ � � � � 52. I feel that the way I deal with my children does not
change much from day to day.
� @ � � � � 53. My cliildren know wiiat to expect from me.
� @ � � @ � 54. My child and 1 spend a lot of time together.
� � @ � � � 55. I point out qualities in ray children that I like about
them.
� � � � � � 56. I know my child's growth needs.
� @ @ � � � 57. I often involve my cliild in working with me.
�@���� 58. lam predictable in the way that 1 relate to my children.
� � @ � � � 59. I spend time playing with my child a couple of times a
week.
�@���� 60. I avoid action in fathering my children.
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Fathering Practices
tM Applicable �@
Very Good��
Good�^
Fair��
Directions : Decide haw successful you are in each
of the foUomng tasks (fyour fathering practices. Using
a pencil, darken the appropriate ansrver circle beside
the statement. Avoid makng stray marks on the
page. Be sure arty changes to your answers are
thoroughly erased. Poar-^
Very Poor�ff)
;.n� ,.�^, , ,.v.,.-.,.JE^ample :�r-r-; 1
A. Being a good example to my children. (J) (2> ^
B. Knowing my children's beros. (�) � t3> � 9
C. ftoviding for the basic needs of my family. (J) (2) � � �
D, Scheduling time to spend with my children. (D � � Q �
I. Being involved in the discipUnc of my childreiL (S) � � � � (
2. Knowing my children's gifts and talents. � � � � � (
3. Reading the Bible with my children often. � � � � � (
4. Having a sexually fulfilling relationship with my wife. � � � � � (
S. Spending a lot of dme with my childrea � � � � � (
6. Being responsible for disciplining my childrea � � � � � (
7. Handling crisis in a mature manner. � � � � � (
8. Being romantic with my wife. � � @ � � (
9. Knowing my children's plans and dreams. � � � � � (
10. Demonstrating emotional mahirity to my childrea � � � � � (
11. Being able to respond cahnly when my children say � � � � � I
hurtful things to me.
12. Sacrificing some of my activities to spend time with my � � � � � i
childrea
13. Praying with my children. � � � � � i
14. Stressing the importance of Christian values to my � � � � � i
children.
OC�pyri�ht IBOO, NsUona] Center tor Fatherins
(J)�Very Pom
-Poor
(3)� Fair
Fathering Practices
continued...
�
�
�
�
�
Good
Very Good
�Not Applicable
15. Setting limits for my children's behavior.
16. Having a specific plan to assist in my child's growth.
17. Helping my children develop their strengths and talents.
18. Discussing my children's development with my wife.
� (|) � 19. Knowing what to do in a family crisis.
� � � 20. Touching or hugging my child often.
� � � 21. Discussing with my wife my children's problems.
� � � 22. Being a mature role model to my children.
� � � 23. Allowing my cliildren to disagree with me.
� � � 24. Knowing who my children's friends are.
� � � 25. TVilking about spiritual things with my children.
� @ � � � � 26. Sincerely ihanfcmg my children when they do something
to help me or their mother.
� @ � � � � 27. (Correcting my children when they do something wrong.
� � � � � � 28. Spending time with my wife away from the children.
� @ � � � � 29. Helpmg my children understand what they are leaming
at school.
� @ � � � � 30. Showing affection to my children,
������ 31. Being able to deal with crisis in a positive manner.
� @ � � � � 32. Telling my children they have done a "good job" when
they complete a task.
� � � � � � 33. Providing the majority of the family income.
� � � � � � 34. Giving individual attenuon to each child every day.
� � � � � � 35. Being pattern with my children when they m-ake
mistakes.
36. Discussing goals for each child with my wife.
37. Havmg a good relationship with my wife.
� � � � � '
� � � � � '
Fathering Practices
continued.
Not/^llcable-^
Goof�^
Fair
Poor
Very Poor�&
38. Taking an active role in my children's education. (f) dl d) ^ d) (|)
39. Discussing my frustrations as a parent with my wife. � � � � � �
40. Having a steady income. � � � � � �
41. Having a job that provides adequate income for my � <D (D � � �
family.
42. Having a close, intimate bond with my children. � (D D� (D �
43. Being a good example to my children. � � SD� (D �
44. Being "level-headed" during a crisis. � @ � � ��
45. Knowing my children's weekly schedule. � � iD � � �
46. Having a family worship time in the home. � (D ^& � ��
47. Scheduling time to spend with my children. � � ^D � � �
48. Talking with my children's teachers about their � � SP � � �
progress.
49. Providing for the basic needs of my family. � @ QD � (D�
50. Modeling behavior that I want my children to perform. � �aD � � �
51. Teaching my child a skill. � � iD � ��
52. Responding cahnly when my children do somethmg � (DCD � � �
with which I do not agree.
53. Knowing the issues with which my children are dealing. � (DCD � ��
54 Not losing my temper with ray children. � � C& � ��
55 Telling my children I am proud of them. � � cD � � �
56. Avoiding habits or actions that I do not want my � (DCD � ��
children doing.
57. Knowing my children's heros. � (DC^� � �
58. Helping my children develop athletic sblls. � (DCD � � �
59. Knowing what my children are able to do for their age. � (DCD � ��
60. Helping my children complete their homework. � (DCD � � �
Fathering Satisfaction
(j)� Extimely assaOsM Directions ; Decide haw satisfied you are
(|)� V&y DlaaHsM for each area stated belcm). Using a pencil,
@� Somewfiaf D/ssatfs^ darfen the appropriate answer circle be-
0 jgjjjjj suie the statement. Avoid making stray
SomewnBt satisfied "^"^ P�^^-
^ ., . . � , tiianges to your answers are
^ Very Satisfied thoroughly erased.
�� Extremely Sa^stled
�v'At Wow satisfied were you with your cliildhood? ;
B. How sausfied are you with yourself as a fathCT?.^J� � 0) � �� �
� � � � � � � C. How sansfied are you with the amount of support
i " Ji,'. 'i/ , c .1 .ycn> tecaysi bom your wife to be a good father?.
� @ cD � � ^D � 1. How satisfied were you with your childhood?
� (D Ci) � � dD � 2. How satisfied are you with yourself as a father?
� � CD � � dD� 3. How satisfied are you with the amount of support
you receive from your wife to be a good father?
� � CD � � dS) � 4. How satisfied are you with the amount of respect
you receive from your family members?
� (D dD � � di> � 5. How satisfied are you with your ability to talk with
your cWldren?
� � � � (D^D � 6. How satisfied were you with youi relationship to
your father while growing up?
������� 7. How satisfied are you with the way your children are
growing up?
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Fathering Satkfaction
continued...
Extremely Satisfied
Viery Satisfied�(g)
Somewhat Satisfied�
Uxed�^
Somewhat Kssatisfled �<|)
Very DlssOlsfied
Extremely Dissatisfied�^
8. How satisfied are you with the amount of support (i) � � (E) �
you receive from friends to be a good father?
9. How satisfied are you with your ability to be the
family leader?
� � (D � � � �
10. How satisfied are you with your ability to express
yourself to your children?.
(D (D (S) � � � �
11. How satisfied were you with your relationship to
your mother while growing up?
(D @ (D � � � �
12. How satisfied are you with your relationship with
your children?
� (D (D � (D � �
13. How satisfied are you with the amount of support
you receive from your closest Uving relatives to be
a good father?
� � � � (D � �
14. How satisfied are you witii the recognition you
receive from your family as the family leader?
� @ � � � � �
15. How satisfied are you with how much your children
talk to you?
� (D (D � d).� �
16. How satisfied are you with flie support you receive
from other men to be a good father?
� @ (D � � � �
17. How satisfied are you witii tiie guidance you
received from your parents while growing up?
� � � � � � �
18. How satisfied are you with die support you receive � � @ � � � �
through Uie church to be a good fatiier?
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APPENDIX C
Letter from Life Advance
LIFE ADVANCE, INC.
81 Front Street
Nyack, N.Y. 10960
April 21, 1997
Rev .Thomas Palmer
212 N. Maple St.
Wihnore, KY 40390
DearRev. Palmer
Thank you for your order of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. We have enclosed a research
summary form for you to return when your study is completed. Ifyouwill be sure to do that we
will be able to continue compiling research fmdings and providing periodic published updates of
current research.
We wish you well in your research. We are delighted to beof assistance to you and look forward
to a continuing relationship.
Sincerely,
Craig W. Ellison, Ph.D.
President
Quality of Ufe Assessment end Resources
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APPENDIX D
Spiritual Well-Being Scale
SWB Seals
For each of the following statemenis drcle the choice thai best indicates the extent of your agreement or
disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
SA - Strongly Agree D - Disagree
MA " Moderately Agree MO = Moderately Disagree
A = Agree SD � Strongly Disagree
1. 1 don't find much satisfaction in private prayer with God. SA MA A D MD SO
2. 1 don't know who I am, where I came from, SA MA A D MD SO
or where I am going.
3. 1 believe that God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A 0 MD SD
4. I feel that life is a positive experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested in SA MA A D MD SO
my daily situations.
6. 1 (eel unsenled about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
7. I have a personally meaningful relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life. SA MA A D MD SD
9. 1 don't get much personal strength and support SA MA A D MD SD
from my God.
10. I feel a sense of well-being about the direction SA MA A D MD SD
my life is headed in.
11.1 believe that God is concerned about my problems. SA MA A D MD SD
12. 1 don't enjoy much about life. SA (i<A A D MD SD
13. 1 don't have a personally satisfying relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
14. I feel good about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
15. My relationship with God helps me not to feel lonely. SA MA A 0 MD SD
16. I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness. SA MA A D MD SD
17. I feel most fulfilled v;hen I'm in close communion with God. SA MA A 0 MD SD
18. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
IS. My relation v/ith God contributes to my sense ol well-being. SA MA A D MD SD
20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life. SA MA A 0 MD SD
SV'/3 Scale Copyright c 1982 by Craig W. Ellison and Raymond F. Palou'iZlan. All rights resewed. Not to
be cuplicaled unless express written permission is granted by the authors or by Ufe Awance, Inc., 81 Front
St., Nyack, NY 10930.
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APPENDIX E
Foundations in Fathering Curriculum-Week Two
12 Fathering Skills InsHtttte
Assessing Your Fathering Heritage
Ken writes these words in The Heart ofa Father.
When he noticed the pain in his chest, recording artist David
Meecc went promptly to his doctor's office. There the doctor exam
ined him for several hours and concluded the symptoms signaled a
heart attack.
David told me the story one day on a Father's Day radio special:
"They took me down to the emergency room and then to intensive
care and hooked me up. At this point I was hyperventilating because I
was flipping out� didn't know what was going on and I was passing
out and then waking up. I thought this was from having a heart
attack. They told me later it was from hyperventilating.
"I'm lying there, tubes in my arms, tubes up my nose, nurses
coming in and sticking things in me, turning me over and rollingme
back. Then, after several days in the hospital, my physician came in
and told me that I had not had a heart attack� was physically fit as
a horse!"
David was shocked to hear that finding, but the question the doc
tor asked him was just as unsettling: "David, is there any alcoholism
in yovu- family?"
"Yeah, my father," David answered. The response "just popped
out of my mouth," David recalls. "It was the first time I'd ever
acknowledged that word [alcoholism] at all."
David�who by his own words was an "extreme workaholic"�
had never faced his feelings about his father. He knew he hadn't felt
anything at his ftineral earlier that year, but he still refused to admit
how much his fadiier's alcoholism had impacted him.
Many men are like David, unable to recognize the impact of their
father's past To a large degree, your heart as a father is shsqwd by the
heart of your father. You and I need to face that, and recognize any
damage from our childhood. Without taking this step we run the risk
of ending up like David. Even if our symptoms are different, we will
assuredly have some type of symptoms�most likely in the way we
relate to our families.''
We can't diminish the impact our dads have had on us. For good or
ill, we retain the marks of our fathers' influence. For example, your dad's
Y chromosome resides in every single cell of your body. Your very DNA
cries out that you owe your person to another. And every son is affected
by the words and actions of fathers that say, "Son, I love you," or, "I
can't stand you!"
� National Center for Fathering
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Hie Wrong R^ponses To Our Dad's Influence
Some deny their father's influence. In essence they say, "The past is
past; I need to get on with life. I will simply choose to be different from
my father." Yet, the hidden issues remain unresolved and, in time, the son
could become just like the father. Good intentions are not enough.
Others go to the opposite extreme and want to exact justice. They rec
ognize their father's failings, become angry, and want to take revenge.
They want to get some type of emotional payment for the way they have
been treated.
Yet, t his won't really make things better. Taking revenge won't help
a man deal with his past. As Ken points out, "His father, who is proba
bly alieady feeling guilty, is handed blame that is beyond his c^ability
to resolve. And the son, awash in anger, typically will refuse to move
forward until his father does. So the son is reduced to bashing his
father."8
Your Fathering Ledgen Deficits and Assets
Your family, generation after generation, may be passing along a
"fathering deficit." Did your father make any deposits in your emotional
bank account as you were growing up? If your father hasn't given you
affirmation and affection, you will most likely riin up a big overdraft
And the result of continual overdrafts is emotional bankruptcy. Unless
you stop and take a look at the balance of your inter-generational father
ing account, you will be in danger of passing that "fathering debt" on to
your children. One day, someone will have to pay.
And you're not only looking for deficits; you're also looking for the
assets�those areas where your father excelled and was faithful. You
want to be doubly sure these pools of strength are passed on to your chil
dren with no decrease in their value. There are many men who've been
given wonderful legacies, but like farmers who let their family farms go
to weed, they don't act on what they've been given. This week, we will
recognize our past: the influence of our fathers�good and bad�on who
we are today. "This first step of recognition is not simply for those with
traumatic childhoods. It's for every father, and it is the only way we can
get a good assessment of our strengths and weaknesses, our assets and
liabilities.
We should warn you that, for some people, this week's daily home
work will be difficult or even painful because of events in their past. For
example, if your father abused you as a child�and the statistics suggest
that many fathers did�those difficult emotions may come flooding back
to you as you woric through the daily lessons. If this happens, and you
haven't reconciled those feelings, you may be wise to find a professional
counselor who can help direct you toward healing.
This week we'll be asking you to tell about your dad and do some
� National Center for Fathering
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reflecting on your family's history. The daily homework will guide you
through the use of interactive questions and biblical verses.
One Final Encouragement
As you begin to assess your past, it is comforting to know that God is
very concemed with you and your role as a father. He is concemed about
your fathering role because He created fatherhood and desires to see
fathers fulfill their calling, In fact, the word father is used to describe
God in the Bible. But God is not simply like a father; He is a father. For
example, the word father is used of God fifteen times in the Old Testa
ment (Sec Ps. 103:13; Prov. 3:12; Deut. 1:31; 8:5; Deut. 32.6; Isa. 63:16;
64:8; Jer. 31:9;Mai. 1:6; 2:10; 2 Sam. 7:14; I Chr. 17:13; 22:10; 28:6;
Ps. 89:26).5
In Genesis, we see God's fatherhood in action. Genesis 1 :26-27 reads:
"Then God ssud, 'Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let
them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the live
stock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the
ground.' So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he
created him; nude and female he created them."
God, the original Father, creates beings who bear His image, and this
separates them from every other living organism. His image is unmistak
able in human life, and is much more influential than we realize.
Your role is important, and God wants to equip you to be the best
father you can possibly be. Why? Because fatherhood is part of God's
plan to raise up a mature and dedicated people who truly love him and
follow his commands.
So this week, as you dive into your past and examine how previous
generations of fathers have impacted you, expect that God will use this
time to inform and strengthen you in this important role.
� National Center for Fathering
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Homework Week 2
Memoiy Woric Psalm 103:1-5
Praise the Lord, O my soul;
all my inmost being, praise his holy name.
Praise the Lord, O my soul,
and forget not all his benefits�
who forgives all your sins
and heals all your diseases,
who redeems your life from the pit
and crowns you with love and compassion,
who satisfies your desires with good things
so that your youth is renewed like the eagle's.
Day One Homework:
When Psalm 103 says, "Praise the Lord, O my soul...," what does that
mean?
King David, the writer of Psalm 103, urges you to "forget not all his (the
Lord's) benefits." He then lists many of them.Why is it important to
remember the benefits of the Lord?
Today you will diagram your family tree�a chart of past and present
generations of your family members. Turn to the section called "Your
Family Tree" at the end of this week's material and create the structure
for your family tree. (See pages 26-27.) In the ncrt few days you'll be
adding the symbols like what you see on the sample.
Day Two Homework:
Read Gen. 18:19. What does this verse say about Abraham's influence on
his family?
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Review the diagram of your family tree from yesterday. Were any of your
parents, grandparents, or great grandparents Christians? Mark a cross (t)
by any who were believers in Christ.
If there were Christians in your family line, were they effective in trans
mitting their faith to the following generations?Why or why not?
Day Three Homework:
Read 1 Kings. 22:52-53. This passage describes a sinful king of Israel
named Ahaziah, son of the notorious evil King Ahab. Why did this per
son do evil in the eyes of the Lord?
What does this verse say about how influential a father and mother are in
a child's life?
Read Jeremiah 9:14, What do you read in this verse regarding a father's
negative influence?
Go to your family tree diagram. Did any father (uncle, grandfather, great
grandfather etc.) in your family tree have a negative or evil influence?
Mark a negative sign (-) by any father (uncle, grandfather, great grandfa
ther) who had a negative influence. Below, list any who had a specific
negative influence on you and your family.
Are you suffering in any way because of something negative caused by a
father, grandfather, or great grandfather (shame, abuse, etc.)? List the
name(s) of the individual(s) below and the negative results you see today.
� National Center for Fathering
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Important! If there are issues from the past that negatively influence you
today, pray right now and do the following:
I. Ask God to begin or continue to heal youfrom those wounds.
2. Ask God to break off the damaging chains of the sin ofpast
generations.
3. Ask God to protect your children from the si>i ofprevious gen
erations.
4. Ask God to begin a legacy ofgoodness and holiness with you
that will continue for generations.
Equally Important! Ifyou have no issues from past generations that neg
atively influence you today, thank Godfor the goodness ofprevious gen
erations. Pray that you will continue that legacy cfgoodnessfor the sake
ofyour children and the generations to come.
Day Four Homeworfc
Read 1 Kings 9:4-5. What do these verses say regarding a father's good
influence?
Today you will assess your father's influence. Below you are asked to list
ways you are like and unlike your father. Here are some tips;
Start simple. If you have trouble starting your list, begin with physi
cal characteristics. Do you have your father's nose? Is he a stocky man,
while you are more trim? These might get you started as you think about
comparisons and contrasts, and give you a greater sense of your father's
far-reaching influence�even in the way you look. Also, you might want
to consider listing what seem like trivial issues, such as favorite foods or
behavior pattems.
List both positive and negative qualities. The best way to honor a
man is to seek to understand him accurately. Remember, one can err on
both the positive and negative sides. Attempt to be balanced and fair.
Be sure to pay eqiml attention to your "not like" list. lt is possible
that your father has influenced your "not like" list as much as he has
influenced your "like" list. While the "like" list may reveal cycles you
wish to break, the "not like" list may reveal reactions you wish to avoid.
A man may think he's being proactive when in reality he only wishes to
avoid being like his father. We do need to find the freedom to make our
own choices as fathers based on wisdom and effectiveness, but we
shouldn't rely on the pendulum swing of emotions in exercising this free
dom.
Be specific. Include examples. This will help the memories to be
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more vivid and result in greater benefits as you begin to process the items
on your lists.
Please note: You may not know very much about your father due to sepa
ration or other reasons. If that's the case, just skip over the questions that
you can't answer.
List five ways you are like your father.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
list five ways you are not like your father.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Day Rve Homeworic
Read 1 Kings 22:41-43. What do these verses say about a father's influ
ence?
The next four questions will help you evaluate your father's function in
four major areas of your life: his involvement, consistency, awareness,
and nurturance. Be as specific as possible.
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1. Was your father involved in your life as a child? (Did he spend time
with you? Did he attend those events which were important to you? Did
he include you in what be did?) Please explain.
2. Was your father consistent? (How regular and predictable was yotu-
father? Did you know what to expect when you approached him? Could
you rely on him to give order to your young world?) Please explain.
3. Was your father aware ofyour feelings and thoughts? (Did you have a
sense that your fadier was interested in you? Did he seek to know who
you were and what your world was like?) Please explain.
4. How much nurturing did you receive from your father? (Can you
remember hearing the words, "I love you"? Did he listen when you need
ed to talk, or encourage you when you were uncertain?) Please explain.
� National Center for Fathering
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Day Six Homework:
Read 2 Chronicles 26:3-5. What do these verses say about a father's
influence?
After you complete the following questions, it will be easier to see how
your father's influence affects yoiu thoughts and actions today. In the
exercises below, answer questions about your father's legacy.
1 . How has your dad affected the way you show affection to yotu- chil
dren? Do you show affection the same way he did?
2. How did yotu: father discipline you? Do you use the same methods? Is
your attitude or tone the same when you're correcting your children?
3. How did your dad communicate his values and principles to you?
Which ones took root and why? How are you doing this with your own
children?
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4. Did your father teach you about sexuality? How? Were you able to talk
about other facts of life�<iishonesty, racism, jealousy? Do you talk natu
rally to your children about these same kinds of concems?
Resolving Your Relationship With Your Father
Some of you have come from wonderful family backgrounds, and we
rejoice with you on your positive relationships with your fathers. Others,
however, have come from troubled famihes, and even as adults you cany
scars from your childhoods�especially issues with your fathers.
Ken has written these words:
"Now, for many of you, I will ask of you what may seem irt^s-
sible�to attempt to resolve the relationship with your father by
extending forgiveness. I will suggest you create an event with your
father that acts as the signpost for a new direction. Either face-to-face
with him, or visiting his grave site, or through an objective third
party, express your feelings to him, sharing with him what you've
leamed as you have processed your fathering heritage. If you need to
confess anything as a son, be bold and own up to it. But more critical,
if you need io forgive him for any words or actions, be bold and
extend him forgiveness. All along, honor your father and state your
commitment to a renewed relationship with him.
This, I know, is a frightening step. But it is necessary. What is the
use of dredging up emotions, pattems, and psychological and spiritual
damage if we do not intend to resolve these stirred-up feelings and
wounds? It would be like walking into a field of beehives without
knowledge of the pathway out If you don't move on to the next step,
with the goal of a new relationship with your father, you are likely to
be left feeling stung by regret or anger. If, however, you move ahead,
you can create a landmark that will send you confidently on your way
as you father your own kids, and which will be large enough to be
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visible as you pass by it going on toward flie future struggles of your
children's adolescence and adulthood.
By resolving your feelings toward your father�and hopefully
establishing some guidelines for a renewed relationship�^you will
fmally find freedom from repeating the mistakes of your father's
fathering.
There is no one magic method for resolvmg your relationship
witfi your father. The methods are many and varied. However, I do
believe that the process will include all or parts of the following five
elements:
1. An exchange between the two of you
2.An expression of your feelings about the past
3. A time of confession (and restitution if needed)
4. A time of forgiveness (if necessary)
5. A commitment to a new relationship
1. Meet to Exchange Your Thoughts
For a resolution to occur, you must first open a formal dialogue
with yotu- father; you must be ready for an honest exchange of ideas
and thoughts. The element of "exchange" in my resolution was a
facc-to-face visit with my dad; we talked in the car. My friend Jeff
flew home one Ouistmas. On one slow evening, he invited his dad
out for a walk. They made it only as far as the railroad-tie fence in
the front yard before sitting down to talk. You may choose to call
your dad, swing by his house, make a pot of coffee, and talk.
2. Express Your Feelings
A facc-to-face exchange, of course, requires an exchange. You
must be willing to disclose your feelings, and you must know what
you need to communicate. Marvin Allen, director of the Texas Men's
Institute in San Antonio, recommends you begin the conversation by
asking, "Whal was your childhood like, DadT' or "What was your
father like?" Invariably, Allen claims, the fatherwill describe a man
much like himself. At that point, the son has an opportunity to say,
"Dad, I know how you felt, because I had a father just like that."
With such words, a meaningful conversation begins.
As you enter into the dialogue, you can choose to focus on your
grievances or your grieving. In other words, you can emphasize your
list of what your father did wrong, or you can instead talk about how
you felt about what your father did wrong. The latter is the best
approach. Focusing on your feelings allows you to release them.
When you express your feelings toward your father, you must
commit yourself to the manner in which you release them. It should
be a slow, carefully controlled release of emotion, not an explosion.
This is critical. You should seek to avoid shaming your father with
blame and highly charged accusations. This entire process of seeking
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to build a new relationship with your father must always be bathed in
honor and respect for the office of father.
3. Confess Your Faults
Where we have dishonored our fathers, we confess that to them.
We must be careful here. Sometimes, we seek forgiveness where none
is needed. Research indicates children have a tendency to blame
themselves for their parents* divorce: "If I had only been a better kid,
then Mom and Dad wouldn't be upset, and Dad wouldn't have left."
In an even greater leap of logic, children also occasionally blame
themselves for their father's death. If you arc a fatherless child, you
are not responsible for your fatherlessness.
Confession is a means by which we claim ownership of the rela
tionship. Wc admit that just as otu father influenced us, so we irrflu-
enced him.We, too, have done things to cause him pain. In our
exchange, we are domg more than just reconciling our feelings; we
are reconciling our actions as well. The way to reconcile the ax:tions
of the past is to confess those actions which harmed the relationship.
One definition of the word "reconcile" reads: "to remove all enmity
and leave no impediment to unity and peace."
4. Forgive Your Father
The companion of confession is forgiveness. Forgiving our fathers
is the other action under our control. Actually, forgiveness is probably
a more looming issue than confession. Some of us carry some very
deep wounds inflicted by the men who were entrusted with our care.
And I understand the outcry of those of you who might say, 'Torgive
him? No way! Don't you know how badly he hurt me? I'll never for
give him for what he did to me (or to my mother)."
But understand that in asking you to forgive your father, I am not
asking you to condone his behavior or nonchalantly pretend like noth
ing happened. Forgiveness resolutely faces the facts (with all their
pain) and then consciously decides not to hold those actions against
him.
Forgiveness is not dependent on your father's repentance or
response. In Making Peace with Your Father, David Stoop writes,
"Our father may be dead. He may still pose a danger to our well-
being so that we cannot approach him for resolution. He may simply
be unwilling to resolve. This does not, however, mean we cannot for
give him. Forgiveness is something we do on our own initiative with
or without his cooperation." And he adds, "If our aim is truly to make
peace with our father and to move on in a life of joyful wholeness,
we have no choice but to forgive him."
You may have to allow yourself some time to truly forgive your
father. Don't necessarily expect that in one face-to-face meeting with
your father you will be able to so quickly forgive him, as if it was no
� National Center for Fathering
more than turning on a light switch. Give yourself some space, but at
the same time, commit yourself to the discipline of forgiveness. It
may take many meetings with your dad to genuinely forgive him.
5. Commit to the Relationship
Expressing your feelings resolves your emotions, Confessing, for
giving, and honoring resolves your actions. In so doing, the door is
opened for a new relationship with your father.
You must commit yourself to such a direction. "Dad, I know some
things have not been very good between us, but with the years that
you and I have left together, I'm going to do my part to make things
better. I'll always be your son, and you'll always be my father."
Now is the time. If you have not already done so, and if you are
able, you need to speak the three words which are rarely spoken
between father and son.
"I love you." "Dad. I love you."
Resolution can be an event which serves as a rite of passage
between sonship and fatherhood. Essentially you tell your father,
"Dad, up until now my energies and my emotions have been spent
following you, even attempting to please you. Who I've been and
what I've done have been because I am your son. But now, I have
children ofmy own and I must take those energies and emotions and
devote them to their lives."
As a result of resolving your feelings, you achieve a degree of
closure on your sonship. You have grasped the baton; the next leg of
the race is yours to run.^O
Action Step
Turn to page 1 28 and write down your action step for this week.
(The Family Tree exercise begins on page 26.)
O National Center for Fathering
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